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Welcome Message from the Organizing Committee 
On behalf of the Local Organizing Committee, we are pleased to welcome you to the 
Canadian National Proteomics (CNPN) Annual Meeting! The conference theme, 
‘Proteomics for Life’, has been carefully selected to reflect the importance this technology 
plays in our lives, especially as we rely on science to combat a global pandemic. We are 
privileged to be co-organizers of this important meeting.  
 
The past year has been challenging for each of us in our own way, and although we cannot 
meet in-person, we are excited to offer a comprehensive virtual program and we look 
forward to sharing this interactive and engaging experience with you. In addition, we offer 
participants a chance to reflect upon our achievements over the past two years and celebrate 
our accomplishments in the face of adversity, to reconnect with colleagues and friends, 
expand our networks, and exchange ideas to drive our science forward. 
 
This meeting would not be possible without each of you and your support for the CNPN. We 
begin by thanking our sponsors for their generous contributions to make this event a success 
and show appreciation for our outstanding researchers through award support. We thank our 
Keynote speakers for enthusiastically accepting our invitations to speak and all of our 
registrants. Your participation demonstrates the strength and resiliency of the proteomics 
community across Canada, and beyond, and provides the opportunity to network and 
connect with each other despite geographical and logistical barriers. Thank you to the CNPN 
Executive and Board of Directors for suggestions and support throughout the year and to 
Marvin Hinz for his technical assistance and answering our many logistical questions. A 
special thank you to Dr. Anna Meller and Dr. Claire Martin for their phenomenal 
organization and contributions to promoting and enhancing our trainee-centric proteomics 
community, the CNPN Operations Management Team for building a foundation of exciting 
new initiatives, as well as Ms. Emily Hashimoto-Roth for her impressive artistic skills in 
designing the CNPN 2021 logo and working tirelessly on a new CNPN logo and website. 
(Stay tuned!)  
 
We hope you enjoy CNPN 2021, and we look forward to connecting with each of you 
throughout the meeting. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Jennifer Geddes-McAlister      Dr. Karen Colwill 
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Welcome Message from the CNPN  
As I enter the second year as president of the CNPN, I can confidently state that the Network 
has never been more relevant and important for all of us forced to work under less-than-ideal 
conditions.  We have embarked upon an ambitious reimagining of the Network, specifically 
to build community and improve our individual and collective opportunities to advance the 
science of proteomics. This reimagining was perhaps accelerated 
by the pandemic, but the winds of change have been blowing for 
some time.  The board remains committed to hosting an annual 
meeting, but the groundwork is being laid for other methods of 
engagement through a refreshed web presence and an online 
lecture series. We have tapped into the “youth wing” of the 
membership to assist us in this reimagining and we are very 
impressed with their energy and ideas.  More information to come 
during the meeting.  
 
While we all miss the personal connections that our annual meeting provides, I think you 
will find that the organizers have done an excellent job in assembling a stellar program. 
Congratulations! I too would like to add a note of appreciation for our sponsors.  They have 
stepped up to help us make the meeting the quality scientific forum that we all expect of 
CNPN meetings.  Thank you! 
 
On behalf of the board of the CNPN, enjoy the meeting and we look forward to seeing you 
in 2D.   
 

 
David C. Schriemer 
President 
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2021 CONFERENCE AGENDA 
 
Day 1 – Monday, May 10, 2021 
 
Link:  
Zoom-only link (bypass Gather.town):  
 
Welcome and Award Presentation 
Moderated by: Dr. Dave Schriemer 

10:30 to 10:40 AM Welcome from LOC 
10:40 to 10:50 AM Presentation of 2020 awards 
10:50 to 11:20 AM Tony Pawson Award: Dr. Anne-Claude Gingras  
11:20 to 11:50 AM GC New Investigator Award: Dr. Jean-Philipp Lambert 

 
11:50 to 12:20 PM Break 
 
Session II – Clinical Proteomics 
Moderated by: Dr. Thomas Kislinger 

12:20 to 12:45 PM Dr. Christoph Borchers 
12:45 to 1:00 PM Luiz de Almeida 
1:00 to 1:15 PM Dr. Anuli Uzozie (OMT) 
1:15 to 1:30 PM Dr. Matthew Waas 

 
Vendor Session I 

1:30 to 2:00 PM Bruker 
 
2:00 to 2:20 PM Break 
 
Session III – Advances in Technology 
Moderated by: Dr. Marlene Oeffinger  

2:20 to 2:45 PM Dr. Erin Baker 
2:45 to 3:00 PM Dr. Shen Zhang 
3:00 to 3:15 PM Dr. Glen Uhrig 
3:15 to 3:30 PM Dr. Jonathan Krieger (OMT) 

 
Vendor Session II 

3:30 to 4:00 PM Thermo Scientific 
 
4:00 to 4:30 PM Break 
 
Poster Session I 

4:30 to 6:00 PM Gather.town 
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Day 2 – Tuesday, May 11, 2021 
 
Link:  
Zoom-only link (bypass Gather.town):  
 
Session IV - PTMs & Interactomics I and Selected speakers 
Moderated by: Dr. Leonard Foster 

10:30 to 10:35 AM Welcome 
10:35 to 11:00 AM Dr. Amy Weeks 
11:00 to 11:15 AM Ugo Dionne 
11:15 to 11:30 AM Julia Kitaygorodsky 
11:30 to 11:45 AM Selected trainee #1 
11:45 to 12:00 PM Selected trainee #1 

 
12:00 to 12:30 PM Break 
 
Vendor Session III 

12:30 to 1:00 PM SCIEX 
 
Session V – Bioinformatics 
Moderated by: Dr. Mathieu Lavalleé-Adam 

1:00 to 1:25 PM Dr. Olga Vitek 
1:25 to 1:40 PM Noé Guilloy 
1:40 to 1:55 PM Dr. Kevin Kovalchik 
1:55 to 2:10 PM Emily Hashimoto-Roth (OMT) 

 
2:10 to 2:30 PM Break 
 
Session VI - PTMs & Interactomics II 
Moderated by: Dr. Philipp Lange  

2:30 to 3:00 PM Dr. Forest White 
3:00 to 3:15 PM Dr. Ji-Young Youn 
3:15 to 3:30 PM Aparna Srinivasan 

 
Vendor Session IV 

3:30 to 4:00 PM Evosep 
 
4:00 to 4:30 PM Break 
 
Poster Session II 

4:30 to 6:00 PM Gather.town 
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Day 3 – Wednesday, May 12, 2021 
 
Link:  
Zoom-only link (bypass Gather.town):  
 
Session VII – Awards II 
Moderated by: Dr. Dave Schreimer 

10:30 to 10:40 AM Welcome 
10:40 to 10:50 AM Presentation of 2021 awards 
10:50 to 11:20 AM Tony Pawson Award: Dr. Daniel Figeys 
11:20 to 11:50 AM GC New Investigator Award: Dr. Hannes Rost 

 
11:50 to 12:20 PM Break 
 
Session VIII – Immunity and pathogenesis 
Moderated by Dr.Nicole Hansmeier 

12:20 to 12:45 PM Dr. Neeloffer Mookherjee 
12:45 to 1:00 PM Dr. Derek Wilson 
1:00 to 1:15 PM Brenna Hay 
1:15 to 1:30 PM Arjun Sukumaran (OMT) 

 
Vendor Session V 

1:30 to 2:00 PM Bioinformatics Solutions Inc. 
 
2:00 to 2:30 PM Break 
 
Vendor Session VI 

2:30 to 3:00 PM Agilent 
 
Session IX - Poster and Talk Awards and Annual General meeting 
Moderated by: Dr. Dave Schrimer & Dr. Jennifer Geddes-McAlister  

3:00 to 3:15 PM Genome Canada Poster and talk awards 
3:15 to 3:45 PM Annual General meeting  
3:45 to 4:00 PM Announcement for CNPN 2022 and wrap-up 
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Poster Guide 
 

Poster Session I – Monday, May 10, 2021 – 4:30 to 6:00 PM 

Link:  

Moderated by Brianna Ball (ballb@uoguelph.ca) and Benjamin Muselius 
(bmuseliu@uoguelph.ca)  
 
Participant Email Poster-ID Room 
Bioinformatics  
Ms. Clarisse Gotti clarisse.gotti@crchudequebec.ulaval.ca  B-1 1 
Ms. Iryna Abramchuk iabra008@uottawa.ca    B-2 1 
Mr. Yun-En Chung ychun060@uottawa.ca    B-3 1 
Mr. Soroush Shahryari 
Fard sshah128@uottawa.ca    B-4 1 

Ms. Rachel Nadeau rnade046@uottawa.ca    B-5 1 
Clinical Proteomics  
Dr. Premkumari 
Kumarathasan premkumari.kumarathasan@canada.ca    CP-1 1 

Dr. Maggy Lépine maggylepine@hotmail.com CP-2 2 
Dr. Vanessa Gaspar vanessa.gaspar@ladydavis.ca    CP-3 2 
Dr. Sahar Ibrahim sahar.ibrahim@mail.mcgill.ca    CP-4 2 
Mr. Shahbaz Khan shahbaz.khan@uhnresearch.ca    CP-5 2 
Mr. Sean Millar sean.millar@mail.utoronto.ca    CP-6 2 
Ms. Sabrina Bouchard sabrina.bouchard3@usherbrooke.ca CP-7 2 
Mr. Nabangshu Das nabangshu.das@ucalgary.ca    CP-8 3 
Ms. Meinusha 
Govindarajan meinusha@gmail.com    CP-9 3 

Mr. Nicolas Grinberg  nicolas.grinberg@mail.utoronto.ca  CP-10 3 
Ms. Annie Ha annie.ha@mail.utoronto.ca    CP-11 3 
Ms. Amanda Khoo amanda.khoo@mail.utoronto.ca    CP-12 3 
Dr. Mike Moran m.moran@utoronto.ca CP-13 3 
Immunity and Pathogenesis  
Dr. Laura Kuhlmann laura.kuhlmann@uhnresearch.ca    ImP-1 4 
Ms. Amanda Lorentzian amanda.lorentzian@bcchr.ca    ImP-2 4 
Mr. Lorenz Nierves lnierves@bcchr.ca    ImP-3 4 
Dr. Marli Vlok marlivlok@alumni.ubc.ca    ImP-4 4 
Ms. Arianne Bermas abermas@uoguelph.ca    ImP-5 4 
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Poster Session II – Tuesday, May 11, 2021 – 4:30 to 6:00 PM 

Link:  

Moderated by Lilianne Gee (geel@uoguelph.ca) and Reid Buchanan 
(rbucha02@uoguelph.ca)  
 
Participant Email Poster-ID Room 
Interactomics  
Mr. Reuben Samson rsamson93.rs@gmail.com    I&P-1 1 
Dr. Kevin Cormier cormier@lunenfeld.ca    I&P-2 1 
Ms. Carla-Marie Jurkovic carla-marie.jurkovic@usherbrooke.ca    I&P-3 1 
Ms. Anna Meller anna.meller@usherbrooke.ca    I&P-4 1 
Ms. Jennifer Raisch jennifer.raisch@usherbrooke.ca    I&P-5 1 
Ms. Ana Isabel Osornio 
Hernandez anaisabelosornio@yahoo.com.mx    I&P-6 1 

Ms. Valentine Teyssier valentine.teyssier63@gmail.com    I&P-7 2 
Ms. Lynda Agbo lyagb@ulaval.ca    I&P-8 2 
Mr. Benjamin Piette benjamin.piette@mail.utoronto.ca    I&P-9 2 
Ms. Kiki Huang kiks.huang@mail.utoronto.ca    I&P-10 2 
Mr. Jonathan Roth jon.roth@mail.utoronto.ca    I&P-11 2 
Ms. Brianna Ball ballb@uoguelph.ca    I&P-12 2 
Mr. Matthew Maitland mmaitla2@uwo.ca    I&P-13 2 
Advances in Technology   
Prof. Alan Doucette alan.doucette@dal.ca    Tech-1 3 
Ms. Jessica Nickerson jessica.nickerson@dal.ca    Tech-2 3 
Dr. Jiaxi Peng jiaxi.peng@mail.utoronto.ca  Tech-3 3 
Dr. Leyuan Li lileyuan2016@gmail.com    Tech-4 3 
Mr. Grant Wolters grant_wolters@hotmail.com    Tech-5 4 
Mr. Connor Frey connor.frey@student.ufv.ca    Tech-6 4 
Dr. Mahmoureza 
Ghaznavi m.ghaznavi@utoronto.ca    Tech-7 4 

Dr. Mahmoureza 
Ghaznavi m.ghaznavi@utoronto.ca    Tech-8 4 

Ms. Laura Muehlbauer lmuehlbauer@wisc.edu    Tech-9 4 
Dr. Devang Mehta devangmehta@ualberta.ca    Tech-10 4 
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Sponsors 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

We are pleased to annouce the support of Genome Canada for CNPN 2021. 
Genome Canada is generously sponsoring the following awards: 

- 2020 Genome Canada New Investigator Award (valued at $2,000) 
- 2021 Genome Canada New Investiagtor Award (valued at $2,000) 
- Two trainnee talk awards (valued at $250 each) 
- Two trainee poster awards (valued at $250 each) 

 

Award presentations will be provided by: Karen Dewar and Daryl Waggott 

Genome Canada attendees include: Lorna Jackson and Laurie Andersen 
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Sponsors: Bruker 

Presentation: Monday, May 10, 2021 1:30 – 2:00 pm  
Poster: Room 1  
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Presentation: Monday, May 10, 2021 3:30 – 4:00 pm  
Poster: Room 1 
 
Title: Sensitivity for Single Cell Proteomics on the Orbitrap Eclipse Tribrid MS 
  
Abstract: Quantitative proteomics is a powerful tool to study how protein expression changes 
in biological systems. Increasingly, various applications demand higher sensitivity and 
throughput to analyze true single cell populations with sufficient scale to reveal biological cell 
type classifiers. Isobaric tagging strategies using Tandem Mass Tags™ (TMT™) and TMTpro 
allow up to 16 samples to be multiplexed in a single LC/MS experiment while enabling precise 
measurement of protein abundance. Co-isolated ion interference can suppress ratio 
quantification and thereby mask true differences in protein abundance.  Here we demonstrate 
the benefits of combining differential ion mobility using a FAIMS Pro interface coupled to an 
Orbitrap Eclipse Tribrid mass spectrometer with Real-Time Search to reduce the above stated 
limitations on quantitative proteomic experiments while improving proteome depth with the 
sensitivity and throughput to analyze hundreds of single cells. 
 

 

Presenter: Aaron M. Robitaille 
Senior Product Marketing Manager  
Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA 
 
Aaron Robitaille has focused his career on using mass spectrometry 
to understanding how eukaryotic cells dynamically and 
quantitatively respond to their environment to ensure proper cell 
growth and determine cell fate. He received his Ph.D. from the 
University of Basel in Switzerland utilizing a phosphoproteomics to 
identify a mechanism by which the conserved kinase mTOR 
regulated pyrimidine synthesis and promoted cell proliferation. He 
then completed his post-doctoral research at the University of 
Washington in Seattle, WA using quantitative proteomics to study 
how embryonic stem cells differentiated. Currently, Aaron Robitaille is a Senior Product 
Marketing Manager for Thermo Fisher Scientific in San Jose, CA. He is focused on supporting 
workflows that use Orbitrap Tribrid mass spectrometers & differential ion mobility on a 
FAIMS Pro interface to help develop innovative mass spectrometry technology that answers 
challenging biological questions. 
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Sponsor – SCIEX 

Presentation: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 12:30 – 1:00 pm  
Poster: Room 3  
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Presentation: Tuesday, May 11, 2021 3:30 – 4:00 pm  
Poster: Room 3 

 
 
Title: Standardized workflow for precise mid- and high-throughput proteomics of blood 
biofluids 
 
Speaker: Senior Scientist, Dr Angela Mc Ardle, Evosep 
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Sponsor – BSI 

Presentation: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 1:30 – 2:00 pm  
Poster: Room 1 
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Presentation: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 2:30 – 3:00 pm  
Poster: Room 3 

Title: Transitioning from nanoflow to standard flow LC/MS: High throughput protein 
biomarker quantification for clinical research. 
Abstract: Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry-based proteomics has been widely used 
for protein biomarker discovery and validation. When transitioning from discovery proteomics 
to targeted protein biomarker quantification, the MRM-based LC/MS method plays an 
important role in clinical research. To ensure analytical reproducibility and robustness, 
implementing a standard flow-based triple quadrupole LC/MS system has a tremendous 
benefit when involving a large cohort. The analytical performance under 
standard-flow and low LC flow conditions using the Agilent 6495 triple 
quadrupole LC/MS system will be demonstrated. Quantitative sensitivity, 
precision, and accuracy of standard flow-based dynamic MRM method for 
targeted protein biomarker analysis will be especially discussed. Moreover, 
when sample amount is limited, a low flow LC system, Evosep One, coupled 
to Agilent 6495 LC/TQ could be used for high throughput studies. 
Presenter: Gaëlle Bridon 
 
 
Title: Rapid and Robust Protein Quantification for Clinical Proteomics with an Evosep LC 
System and a High-performance Agilent Triple Quadrupole LC-MS. 
Abstract:  
Presenter: Linfeng Wu  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Research Use Only.  Not for use in diagnostic procedures. 
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2020 CNPN – Tony Pawson Proteomics Award 

Dr. Anne-Claude Gingras 

Anne-Claude Gingras is the Canada Research Chair in 
Functional Proteomics, the Lea Reichmann Chair in Cancer 
Proteomics and a Senior Investigator at the Lunenfeld-
Tanenbaum Research Institute, Sinai Health System. A Full 
Professor in the department of Molecular Genetics at the 
University of Toronto, she also serves as deputy editor 
of Molecular and Cellular Proteomics and as a co-director of 
the Network Biology Collaborative Centre (a Genome Canada 
technology platform). Her lab focuses on the study of 
signalling pathways using systematic approaches and the 
development of quantitative proteomics technologies. She has 
developed computational tools that enable better analysis and 
visualization of proteomics results, and contribute to training 
the next generation of proteomics researchers. Using the tools that she developed, her group 
has identified new protein complexes and signaling components that provide a better 
understanding of perturbations associated with cancer and rare diseases. Dr. Gingras has 
published >240 research articles and review articles that have already been cited >40,000 
times. She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, an elected member of the European 
Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO), and was recently awarded the CSMB Jeanne 
Manery Fisher Memorial Lecture (2019), the HUPO Discovery Award (2019), and the CNPN 
Tony Pawson Award (2020).  
 

Title: Mapping interactomes from small to large scales 
 
Abstract: 
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2020 Genome Canada – New Investigator Award 

Dr. Jean-Phillipe Lambert 
Dr. Lambert is an expert in the use of functional proteomics and 
mass spectrometry-based techniques. His research program aims 
to better understand the loss of transcriptional flexibility found 
in numerous cancer cells and how this change can be targeted 
for clinical benefit. His group develops and employs novel 
proteomics and genomics approaches, in additional to an array 
of molecular, biochemical and imaging techniques, to explore 
modes of transcriptional regulation and how their deregulation 
leads to cancer. To do so, he has developed numerous 
experimental pipelines allowing for the characterization of 
protein complexes associated with chromatin and deployed them 
in multiple biological systems. He has also significantly 
contributed to the integration of Data Independent Acquisition 
(DIA) approaches in functional proteomics allowing for the detailed quantification of 
modulated protein-protein interactions. Dr. Lambert has published > 60 research and review 
articles which have been cited ~ 6000 times. The quality of his work has been recognized 
through multiple fellowships, a Scholarship for the Next Generation of Scientists from the 
Cancer Research Society and Early Career Award in Cancer from the Canadian Institutes of 
Health Research-Institute of Cancer Research. 
 
 

Title: Defining the contributions of bromodomain acetyl-lysine readers to human 
health and disease 

Abstract: Cellular homeostasis requires the ordered expression of thousands of transcripts in 
any given cell type. To do so, the activity of RNA polymerase II is regulated by an array of 
chromatin regulators recognizing PTMs, notably acetyl-lysine (Kac) on the fundamental 
elements of chromatin, histones. Bromodomains (BRDs) are the most important reader 
domains of acetyl-lysine residues with a low micromolar affinity toward Kac marks within 
their hydrophobic pocket. By binding to acetylated histones, BRD-containing proteins can 
localize to specific genomic loci to organize protein complexes at the level of chromatin. 
Because of their central roles in transcription regulation and alterations in numerous 
pathologies, inhibition of BRD-containing proteins has been actively pursued with chemical 
inhibitors. These inhibitors occlude the BRDs hydrophobic pockets, disrupting their binding 
to acetylated targets. Here we will present our efforts to map BRD-dependent protein 
interaction networks and how they are impacted by pharmacological inhibition. The molecular 
consequences associated with the use of BRD inhibitors and their impact on the transcription 
cycle will be highlighted. Additionally, we will describe our investigation of the links between 
the metabolic production of acetyl-CoA, the necessary co-factor for Kac, and BRD-containing 
proteins activity. To do so, we established a genetic model enabling the rapid modulation of 
acetyl-CoA levels through nutrients alterations. Using it, we were able to link modulation of 
metabolism to BRD-containing proteins activity. Together our efforts support the use of 
chemical and nutrients based interventions to alter BRD-containing proteins activity in the 
clinic. 
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2021 CNPN – Tony Pawson Proteomics Award 

Dr. Daniel Figeys 
 
Daniel obtained a B.Sc. and a M.Sc. in chemistry 
from the Université de Montréal. He obtained a 
Ph.D. in chemistry from the University of 
Alberta under the supervision of Dr. Norman 
Dovichi. He did his postdoctoral studies at the 
University of Washington in Molecular 
Biotechnology with Dr. Ruedi Aebersold. Daniel 
was previously Senior Vice-President at MDS-
Proteomics and more recently co-founder of 
MedBiome. Daniel is a Professor and a 
Distinguished Research Chair in the Department 
of Biochemistry, Microbiology, and Immunology at the University of Ottawa. He is the 
cofounding director of the Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica-University of Ottawa Joint 
Center in Systems and Personalized Pharmacology and a Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) 
President’s International Fellow. He was the founding director of the Ottawa Institute of 
Systems Biology. His research focuses on the development and applications of mass 
spectrometry based bioanalytical technologies to study human health. More recently, his 
laboratory has been developing technologies and bioinformatic tools to study the human 
microbiome. Daniel has published over 200 publications were cited more than 17,000 times. 
Daniel was awarded the 2021 the Ricardo Aroca Award from the Chemical Institute of 
Canada. 
 

Title: Metaproteomics from bench to the clinic 
Abstract: Over the last decade numerous studies have reported a link between the gut 
microbiome and human health and diseases, including obesity, inflammatory bowel disease, 
cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and other diseases.  My lab is interested in 1) exploring the 
functional aspects of host-microbiome interactions and 2) better understanding microbiome-
drug interactions and 3) the development of metaproteomics technologies.    I will present the 
applications of metaproteomics to study the function of the microbiome in pediatric 
Inflammatory Bowel Diseases (IBD) as well as the development of the RapidAIM assay to 
screen drug-microbiome interactions and its applications in clinical trials. 
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2021 Genome Canada – New Investigator Award 

Dr. Hannes Rost 
The research group of Dr. Röst uses computational approaches to understand clinical 
phenomena on a personalized level and study biological phenomena from a systems 
perspective. He develops experimental and computational approaches for mass spectrometry 
(MS) that drive improved identification and quantification of small molecules and peptide 
analytes. He specifically focuses on next-generation mass spectrometry approaches using a 
combination of high mass resolution and fast scan speeds MS to comprehensively acquire 
information about a biological specimen. In particular, he has developed methods and software 
for data-independent acquisition (DIA) mass spectrometry, most notably the OpenSWATH 
and TRIC software which allow automated analysis of SWATH mass spectrometry data. The 
software is developed as open source and the Rost lab is one of the core developers of the 
OpenMS C++ framework. In his lab, he combines robust software engineering with advanced 
signal processing and machine learning methods to extract information from highly 
multiplexed MS data (specifically DIA data). Dr. Röst applies these methods to acquire 
comprehensive data about protein or small molecule analytes in complex biological samples 
such as whole cell lysates or tissue samples. In his lab, he studies cellular systems to gain 
deeper insight into the exact molecular causes of disease and the genotype to phenotype 
relationship. Secondly, he uses proteomics and metabolomics approaches in a personalized 
medicine context to study human subjects in a longitudinal fashion throughout disease 
progression, specific perturbations and medical interventions. Ultimately, his lab is interested 
in systematically profiling human specimens in health and disease to gain deeper insight into 
molecular causes of disease. The SWATH-MS method that he co-developed has been widely 
adopted in the field and now multiple other MS vendors (Thermo Fisher, Waters, Bruker) are 
offering the method on their instruments. Dr. Röst is a frequent invited speaker at major 
international conferences in the field (Dagstuhl (Germany), ASMS (US), HUPO 
(international), EuBIC (international), US-HUPO (US) and CNPN (Canada)). For his work, 
Dr. Röst has received the 2018 US HUPO “Gilbert S. Omenn Computational Proteomics 
Award” for achievements in computational proteomics. 
 
 
Title: 
 
Abstract: 
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Keynote Speakers 
Session II: Clinical Proteomics  
 
Dr. Christoph Borchers    
Professor/Director, McGill University, Segal Cancer Proteomics Centre 
 

Title: Development of automated, multiplexed assays for cancer-related proteins in 
tumor tissue samples using immuno- mass spectrometry 

Abstract: Recent strategies in developing treatments for cancer have focussed on targeted 
inhibition of specific cell proteins in cell-signalling pathways responsible for cell survival, 
metabolism, and growth. One of the most frequently activated pathways in many cancer types 
is the PI3K pathway. Up to 40 inhibitors targeting this pathway are currently in various clinical 
trials.  To improve cancer patient stratification and to overcome the drawbacks of currently 
used approaches to assess signaling pathway proteins, we developed immuno-MS assays 
(iMRM and iMALDI) for cancer-related target proteins.  Immunocapture can provide the 
sensitivity needed for the analysis of small sample sizes, such as needle biopsies, and are 
therefore well suited to clinical proteomics. We are currently developing iMRM/iMALDI for 
cancer-related proteins including PD-L1, PTEN, Pl3K, AKT1, AKT2, and phospho-AKTs.  
To determine phosphorylation status of these target peptides, these assays are combined with 
a phosphatase-based phosphopeptide quantitation (PPQ) approach to measure the 
PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway activity. These assays will ultimately be combined into a 
multiplexed format, using both sequential enrichment as well as mixed-antibody approaches, 
making it possible to determine PTEN, p110α, AKT 1+2 expression levels as well as AKT 
1+2 phosphorylation levels either separately or in a single multiplexed assay without 
compromising sensitivity. These assays will then be used to establish reference values for both 
healthy and tumor tissue for PTEN, p110α, and AKT using formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
(FFPE) tissue samples from cancer patients. 

 
Biography: Dr. Christoph Borchers is recognized as a pioneer 
and leading figure in the development of mass spectrometry-
based methods for protein quantification using Multiple 
Reaction Monitoring (MRM). He has also published more than 
300 peer-reviewed papers and is the founder and director of 
the McGill-Lady Davis Institute Integrated Proteomics 
Program at the Jewish General Hospital, McGill University, 
where he is currently a full professor in the Department of Oncology. Dr. Borchers received 
his PhD degree from the University of Konstanz, Germany in 1996. After his post-doctoral 
training at the NIEHS/NIH/RTP, NC he became the director of the Duke–UNC Proteomics 
Facility and held a faculty position at the UNC Medical School in Chapel Hill, NC (2001-
2006). From 2006 to 2019, he was a Professor in the Department of Biochemistry & 
Microbiology, and Director of the Genome BC Proteomics Centre at the University of 
Victoria, BC, Canada, where he held the Rix BC Leadership Chair in Biomedical and 
Environmental Proteomics. Dr. Borchers was also involved in promoting proteomics research 
and education through his involvement with HUPO (International Council Member), the 
British Columbia Proteomics Network (Executive Committee Member, past Scientific 
Director) and the CNPN (Member, past VP External and Chair of the Board of Directors). He 
is also a Fellow of the Canadian Academy of Health Sciences. 
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Session III: Advances in Techology  
 
Dr. Erin Baker 
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, North Carolina State University 
 
Title: 
 
Abstract: 
 
 
 
 
 
Biography: Erin S. Baker is an Associate Professor at North Carolina 
State University in Raleigh, NC. To date, she has published over 130 
peer-reviewed papers utilizing ion mobility spectrometry in 
conjunction with mass spectrometry (IMS-MS) to study both 
environmental and biological systems. Erin has served on the ASMS 
Board of Directors as the Member at Large for Education and is 
currently serving as the Vice President of Education for the 
International Lipidomics Society, Events Committee Chair for 
Females in Mass Spectrometry (FeMS) and as an Associate Director 
in the NCSU Comparative Medicine Institute. She is also an Associate 
Editor for the Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry 
and on the Editorial Board of Scientific Reports and Journal of Proteome Research. She has 
received seven US patents, two R&D 100 Awards, been named to the Analytical Scientist 
2019 Top 100 Power List, aided in the commercialization of the Agilent 6560 IMS-QTOF 
MS, and was a recipient of the 2016 ACS Rising Star Award for Top Midcareer Women 
Chemists. The Baker research group utilizes advanced separations, multi-omic analyses and 
big data assessments to drive innovative mass spectrometry technologies, systems biology 
evaluations, novel software capabilities and connections between human health and the 
environment.  
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Session IV: PTMs and Interactomics  
 
Prof. Amy Weeks 
Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin-Madison 
 

Title: Mapping protein modifications across space and time in living cells 
 
Abstract: Recent improvements in mass spectrometry have enabled deep profiling of PTMs, 
leading to the identification of hundreds of thousands of modification sites in human cells. 
However, only a few percent of these have been functionally assigned, largely by painstaking 
biochemical experiments on individual proteins. An emerging theme among the identified 
mechanisms by which PTMs program biological function is their ability to trigger spatial 
reorganization of substrate proteins, including formation of protein complexes, recruitment of 
proteins to biochemical compartments, and shuttling of proteins between cellular organelles. 
A complete understanding of PTM function therefore requires spatial resolution that is 
unobtainable using existing techniques, which require cell lysis prior to PTM enrichment. We 
use protein engineering to repurpose native enzymes as spatially targeted tools for covalent 
capture of PTMs, enabling their enrichment, sequencing, and quantification by LC-MS/MS. 
Our research bridges the gap between proximity labeling approaches to studying the proteome, 
which provide spatial information, and proteome-wide approaches for identification of PTMs, 
which provide clues about protein function. Our spatially and temporally resolved PTM maps 
will not only provide molecular insights into biological function, but also have the potential 
to uncover new biomarkers and therapeutic targets relevant to the treatment of human disease. 
 
 
Biography: Amy Weeks obtained her Bachelor of 
Science degree in Chemistry in 2007 from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where she 
performed thesis research with Dr. Stuart Licht. She 
then earned her Ph.D. in Chemistry in the Chemical 
Biology Graduate Program at the University of 
California, Berkeley, under the guidance of Dr. 
Michelle Chang. From 2013–2019, she was a Helen 
Hay Whitney and a Burroughs Wellcome Fund 
postdoctoral fellow in the laboratory of Dr. James 
Wells at the University of California, San Francisco. She joined the faculty of the Department 
of Biochemistry at the University of Wisconsin—Madison as an assistant professor in Fall 
2019. The Weeks laboratory focuses on developing and applying enzymatic tools for spatially 
and temporally resolved mapping of post-translational modifications using mass 
spectrometry-based proteomics. 
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Session V: Bioinformatics 
 
Dr. Olga Vitek 
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Session VI: PTMs and Interactomics  
 
Dr. Forest White 
Professor, Dept. Biological Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
 

Title: Protein PTM Analyses to Uncover New Therapeutic Strategies for Cancer 
 

Abstract: Protein post-translational modifications (PTMs) regulate many aspects of protein 
function, including localization, activation, stability, and protein-protein interactions. Protein 
PTMs tend to be dynamic and often occur at low stoichiometry, and thus can be challenging 
to identify and quantify. Indeed, enrichment of the selected PTM, or even subsets of the 
selected PTM, are often required prior to analysis. Despite these inherent challenges, PTM 
analyses (e.g., functional proteomics) can provide unprecedented insight into biological 
regulation in the context of health and disease, including identification of therapeutic drug 
targets, mechanisms of therapeutic resistance, and response to environmental perturbagens. 
Many cancer subtypes have limited therapeutic options beyond chemotherapy, and poor 
response rates and overall survival statistics. To identify potential therapeutic targets and 
therapeutic strategies, we have applied functional proteomics to gain insight into activated 
signaling networks. Application of this approach to chemotherapy resistant triple negative 
breast cancer (CR-TNBC) identified a therapeutic target and biomarker signature. 
Modification of our functional proteomics approach has enabled a targeted approach to 
identify hundreds of signaling nodes in single sections of FFPE-preserved tumor tissues, 
enabling the potential for a proteomics-based approach to personalized medicine. 
 
 
Biography: Forest White is a Professor in the 
Department of Biological Engineering at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).  After 
receiving his Ph.D. from Florida State University in 1997 
and completing a post-doc at the University of Virginia 
from 1997-1999, he joined MDS Proteomics as a Senior 
Research Scientist and developed phosphoproteomics 
capabilities for the company.  In July 2003 he joined the 
Department of Biological Engineering at MIT. Research 
in the White lab is focused on understanding how protein 
phosphorylation-mediated signaling networks regulate 
normal and pathophysiological cell biology.  Specific applications include novel drug target 
discovery in glioblastoma and melanoma, analysis of mechanisms underlying therapeutic 
resistance and metastasis in cancer, and mechanisms underlying development of 
neurodegenerative diseases as well as Type II diabetes. In addition to his appointment in the 
Department of Biological Engineering, Forest is a member of the Koch Institute for Integrative 
Cancer Research.  
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Session VIII: Immunity and Pathogenesis 
 
Dr. Neeloffer Mookherjee    
Professor & CNPN 2021 Invited Speaker, University of Manitoba 
 
Title: Alterations in the lung proteome in response to inhaled environmental exposures 
 
Abstract: Environmental exposures such as allergens and air pollution are critical risk factors 
and major contributors to respiratory and cardiovascular disease. Very few studies have 
examined alterations to the lung proteome in response to these inhaled environmental stimuli. 
We have examined how the lung proteome changes in response to inhaled allergens (e.g. house 
dust mite) and air pollution (using diesel exhaust as a paradigm of traffic-related air pollution), 
in a crossover controlled human exposure model. In addition, we have used mouse models of 
intranasal allergen-challenge to define changes in the lung proteome. From these studies, we 
have defined biological pathways and protein networks that are altered in response to inhaled 
environmental exposures in human and mouse. Meta-analysis of our proteomics datasets has 
further allowed us to define common protein biosignatures that are enriched in response to 
inhaled allergens, in both humans and mice. Further, we have identified specific allergen-
mediated proteins that are differentially expressed in females compared to males, which 
provide objective readouts that corroborate biological sex-related differences in the severity 
and progression of chronic respiratory disease such as asthma. Our proteomics studies 
detailing the lung proteome adds functional plausibility to observations of adverse health 
effects associated with inhaled allergens and air pollution, such as in chronic respiratory 
disease. 
 
Biography: Dr. Neeloffer Mookherjee is a Professor within the 
departments of Internal Medicine and Immunology, at The 
University of Manitoba. Dr. Mookherjee’s research group at the 
Manitoba Centre for Proteomics and Systems Biology uses 
various Systems-level approaches to identify molecular hubs 
within inflammatory networks, and to define disease-related 
biosignature that can be targeted for the development of new 
immunomodulatory drugs, with a focus on asthma and arthritis. 
She is an internationally recognized leader with seminal 
contributions in defining the immunity-related functions of 
cationic host defence (antimicrobial) peptides, in particular the 
role of these peptides in the regulation of inflammation. Dr. 
Mookherjee is the Canadian Institutes of Health Research 
(CIHR) Sex and Gender Science Chair in Respiratory Health. 
She has undertaken to incorporate Sex- and Gender-Based Analyses in her research program, 
primarily focusing on sex as a biological variable in the regulation of inflammation in the 
lungs and response to therapy in asthma. For more information see mookherjeelab.com.  
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Invited Speakers 
 
Session II: Clinical Proteomics  
 
Mr. Luiz de Almeida 
PhD Student, University of Calgary 
 
Title: Exercise following demyelination promotes changes in mouse spinal cord 
proteome 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Brian Lozinski, University of Calgary; Claudia Silva, University of Calgary; Yifei Dong, 
University of Calgary; Dennis Brown, University of Calgary; Sameeksha Chopra, University 
of Calgary; V Wee Yong, University of Calgary; Antoine Dufour, University of Calgary. 
 
Abstract: 
BACKGROUND: Exercise offers multiple benefits for health in general, but it can be 
particularly helpful for people with multiple sclerosis (PwMS), as proposed by animal models 
showing an improvement of remyelination and decreased leukocyte infiltration. However, 
PwMS rarely engage in physical activities, highlighting the need for a deeper understanding 
of the exercise effects on the central nervous system. 
HYPOTHESIS: We hypothesize that short bouts of exercise promote changes in the serum 
and spinal cord proteome of lesioned mice. 
AIM: We aim to profile the proteome of mice that exercised for three days after a 
demyelinating lesion. 
METHODS: Mice were subjected to lysolecithin-induced spinal cord demyelination followed 
by immediate access to a running wheel for three days. Blood serum and lesioned spinal cord 
were collected and subjected to a shotgun proteomics workflow for total protein 
quantification. Briefly, proteins were extracted, digested, and the peptides were labeled with 
tandem mass tag (TMT). 
RESULTS: We identified 14 upregulated and 11 downregulated proteins in the serum 
following acute exercise. For the tissue, we identified 86 upregulated and 85 downregulated 
proteins. Among the altered pathways, we identified enrichment for oxidative stress response, 
metabolism, signaling of chemical synapses, and neutrophil degranulation following acute 
exercise. 
CONCLUSION: We demonstrate that short bouts of exercise are sufficient to induce protein 
level changes in the lesioned spinal cord. Understanding the required amount of exercise 
capable of influencing the CNS will be critical to guide future studies that intend to maximize 
the benefits of exercise for PwMS. 
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Session II: Clinical Proteomics  
 
Dr. Anuli Uzozie 
Postdoctoral Fellow, BC Children's Hospital Research Institute 
 
Title: From patient to murine xenograft: do PDXs reflect the disease proteome of 
pediatric acute lymphocytic leukemia? 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Enes K. Ergin, Department of Pathology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, 
Canada. Nina Rolf, Department of Pediatrics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, 
Canada. Janice Tsui, Department of Pathology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, 
BC, Canada. Amanda Lorentzian, Department of Pediatrics, University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada. Samuel S. H. Weng, Department of Pathology, University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Lorenz Nierves, Department of Pathology, University of 
British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Theodore G. Smith, Department of Pathology, 
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. C. James Lim,  Department of 
Pediatrics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Christopher A. Maxwell, 
Department of Pediatrics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. Gregor 
S.D. Reid, Department of Pediatrics, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
Philipp F. Lange, Department of Pathology, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, 
Canada. 
 
CNPN Operations Management Team - Invited Speaker 
 
Abstract: 
Murine xenografts of pediatric leukemia recapitulate genomic aberrations in patients. How 
this translates to the functional capacity of cells remains unclear. Here, we studied global 
protein abundance, phosphorylation, and protein maturation by proteolytic processing in 11 
pediatric B- and T-cell ALL patients and 19 corresponding xenografts. 
     Xenograft models were generated for each pediatric patient leukemia. Mass spectrometry-
based methods were used to investigate global protein abundance, protein phosphorylation, 
and limited proteolysis in paired patient and xenografted pediatric acute B- and T-cell 
leukemia, as well as in pediatric leukemia cell lines. Targeted next-generation sequencing was 
utilized to examine genetic abnormalities in patients and matched xenografts. Bioinformatic 
and statistical analysis were performed to identify functional mechanisms associated with 
proteins and protein PTMs.  
     Overall, we found xenograft proteomes to be most equivalent with their patient of origin. 
Protein level differences that stratified disease subtypes at diagnostic and relapse stages were 
largely recapitulated in xenografts. We found increased expression of cell cycle proteins 
indicating a high proliferative capacity of xenografted cells. Structural genomic changes and 
mutations were reflected at the protein level. In contrast, the PTM landscape was shaped by 
leukemia type and host and only to a limited degree by the patient of origin. Comprehensive 
N terminomics revealed deregulated proteolytic processing in leukemic cells, in particular 
from caspase-driven cleavages found in patient cells. 
     Genomic and host factors shape protein and PTM landscapes differently. This study 
highlights select areas of diverging biology while confirming murine patient-derived 
xenografts as a generally accurate model system. 
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Session II: Clinical Proteomics  
 
Dr. Matthew Waas  
Postdoctoral Fellow, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre 
 
Title: Identifying molecular correlates for a head and neck squamous cell carcinoma 
engraftment phenotype 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Brad Van Oosten, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, University Health Network; Christina 
Karamboulas, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, University Health Network; Laurie Ailles, 
Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, University Health Network; Thomas Kislinger, Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre, University Health Network; 
 
Abstract: 
Head and neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCCs) arise from the mucosal epithelium in the 
upper aerodigestive tract and are the sixth most common cancer worldwide - with 890,000 
new cases and 450,000 deaths in 2018 alone. Overall outcomes for human papillomavirus 
(HPV)-negative HNSCC patients remain bleak with 5-year overall survival (OS) rates of 
~25%. Due to the invasiveness and profoundly impactful sequelae of the different treatment 
modalities, treatment plans are formulated to optimize the curative potential while preserving 
function. HNSCC treatment strategies could benefit from molecular biomarkers that stratify 
risk levels of pre-malignant lesions, prognosticate survival, reveal molecular vulnerabilities, 
or predict responses to therapeutic agents. In establishing patient-derived xenograft (PDX) 
models for HNSCC we observed that successful engraftment of surgically resected tumor 
tissue fragments was correlated with poor patient overall survival, disease-free survival, and 
distant metastasis: akin to other cancers. In this work, we integrate mass spectrometry (MS)-
based proteomics with transcriptomics to investigate the molecular correlates of the PDX 
engraftment phenotype in 88 HPV-negative HNSCC primary tumor samples. We complement 
our analysis by relating it to previously defined characteristics and subtypes of HPV-negative 
HNSCC. Our study finds that engraftment is moderately correlated to the basal subtype of 
HNSCC and is further defined by immune depletion and enhanced extracellular matrix 
remodeling signatures â€“ including a subset of proteins that correlate to patient survival. We 
expect that this work will support the generation of PDX models from more patient samples 
and will augment the development of HNSCC treatment strategies. 
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Session III: Advances in Techology  
 
Dr. Shen Zhang 
Postdoctoral Fellow, Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute 
 
Title: High resolution Q1 improves spectral purity and reduces quantification 
interference from non-target ions in isobaric multiplexed quantitative proteomics. 
 
Contributing Authors:  
[Shen Zhang, Lunenfeld Tanenbaum Research Institute; J. C. Yves Le Blanc, SCIEX; Brett 
Larsen, Lunenfeld Tanenbaum Research Institute; Lyle Burton, SCIEX; Mircea Guna, 
SCIEX; Karen Colwill, Lunenfeld Tanenbaum Research Institute; Stephen Tate, SCIEX; 
Anne-Claude Gingras, Lunenfeld Tanenbaum Research Institute] 
 
Abstract: 
Chimera spectrum, which caused by fragmentation of multiple precursors within the same 
isolation window into a single tandem mass scan, impairs the accuracy of peptide 
identification as well as isobaric mass tag based quantification. Although many efforts have 
been made in recent years to reduce the effect of co-fragmentation, most have mainly focused 
on how to reduce or eliminate its effect on quantification accuracy while not on correcting 
identification accuracy. Here, we present results from a prototype TripleTOF instrument, 
capable of 0.1 Da precursor isolation width. Using a three-proteome model (trypsin digest 
protein lysates from yeast, human and E. coli) in a 8 plex iTRAQ labeled system to fully 
document the interference effect, we investigated the impact of co-fragmentation on spectral 
purity, identification accuracy and quantification accuracy. The narrow Q1 isolation window 
achieved with our prototype system significantly improved the spectral purity and reduced the 
interference non-target precursors had on quantification accuracy. By comparing data from a 
traditional low-resolution Q1 isolation method, results show that a narrow Q1 isolation can 
also reduce the number of false identifications caused by chimeric spectrum. As detailed 
analysis of complex proteomic samples has become widely accessible, improvements to 
quantitation and identification accuracy are more important than ever. 
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Session III: Advances in Techology  
 
Prof. R. Glen Uhrig  
Assistant Professor, University of Alberta 
 
Title: Elucidating diel protein-level regulation through quantitative proteomics 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Devang Mehta; Sabine Scandola; Qiaomu Li; Maria Rodriguez;  and R. Glen Uhrig. 
(University of Alberta) 
 
Abstract: 
Plants regulate cellular and physiological processes through a combination of circadian 
(anticipatory) and lightâ€�responsive (reactive) mechanisms in order to adapt to their 
changing daily environment. For plants, anticipating when light will be available next can be 
a life or death scenario, rendering an ability to anticipate such events central to their survival. 
In plants, the circadian clock facilitates this. The circadian clock is a series of transcription 
factors that form a negative feedback loop that times the 24 h photoperiod. To date, our 
systems-level understanding of diel plant cell regulation has largely been derived from a 
combination of genetic and transcriptomic analysis; however, advancements in quantitative 
proteomics offers an exciting new frontier of discovery to better defined the diel proteome. 
Here, we will discuss our application of our newly developed data independent acquisition 
(DIA) approach called BoxCar DIA, which combines segmented MS1 windows with 
sequential window MS2 acquisition. The BoxCar DIA acquisition workflow is particularly 
useful for analyzing plant samples as it helps overcome their large dynamic range of protein 
abundancies. Here we describe the application of BoxCar DIA to better understanding diel 
plant cell regulation through a series of use cases that examine diverse plant genotypes under 
different growth conditions. In particular, we highlight how the use of BoxCar DIA has helped 
us better elucidate changes in the diel plant proteome. 
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Session III: Advances in Techology  
 
Dr. Jonathan Krieger  
Applications Manager, Bioinformatics Solutions Inc. 
 
Title: A facile immunopeptidomics workflow for capturing  the HLA-I ligandome with 
PEAKS XPro 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Kyle Hoffman, Bioinformatics Solutions Inc. 
Boazhen Shan, Bioinformatics Solutions Inc 
 
CNPN Operations Management Team - Invited Speaker 
 
Abstract: 
Identifying antigens displayed specifically on tumour cell surfaces by human leukocyte 
antigen (HLA) proteins is important for the development of immunotherapies and cancer 
vaccines. The difficulty in capturing an HLA ligandome stems from the fact that many HLA 
ligands are derived from splicing events or contain mutations, hindering their identification in 
a standard database search. To address this challenge, we developed an immunopeptidomics 
workflow using PEAKS XPro that uses de novo sequencing to uncover such peptides and 
identifies missense mutations for neoantigen discovery. We demonstrate the utility of this 
workflow by re-analyzing HLA-I ligandome datasets and reveal a vast diversity in peptide 
sequences among clones derived from a colorectal cancer tumour. In addition, tumour-specific 
mutations and consensus sequence motif characteristics are defined. This workflow is widely 
applicable to any immunopeptidomic mass spectrometry dataset and does not require custom 
database generation for neoantigen discovery. 
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Session IV: PTMs and Interactomics I 
 
Mr. Ugo Dionne    
PhD Student, Université Laval, CHU de Québec/CRC 
 
Title: Protein context shapes the specificity of SRC-Homology 3 (SH3) domain-mediated 
interactions in vivo 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Émilie Bourgault, Institute of integrative biology and systems (IBIS), Université Laval; 
Alexandre K Dubé, Institute of integrative biology and systems (IBIS), Université Laval; 
David Bradley, Institute of integrative biology and systems (IBIS), Université Laval; François 
JM Chartier, Cancer Research Center, CHU-Université Laval; Rohan Dandage, Institute of 
integrative biology and systems (IBIS), Université Laval; Soham Dibyachintan, Indian 
Institute of Technology Bombay (IIT); Philippe C Després, Institute of integrative biology and 
systems (IBIS), Université Laval; Gerald D Gish, Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute; 
N. T. Hang Pham, Centre Armand-Frappier Sante Biotechnologie, Institut national de la 
recherche scientifique (INRS), Université du Québec; Myriam Létourneau, Centre Armand-
Frappier SanteÌ� Biotechnologie, Institut national de la recherche scientifique (INRS), 
Université du Québec; Jean-Philippe Lambert, Cancer Research Center, CHU-Université 
Laval; Nicolas Doucet, Centre Armand-Frappier Sante Biotechnologie, Institut national de la 
recherche scientifique (INRS), Université du Québec; Nicolas Bisson, Cancer Research 
Center, CHU-Université Laval; Christian R Landry, Institute of integrative biology and 
systems (IBIS), Université Laval. 
 
Abstract: 
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) between modular binding domains and their target peptide 
motifs are thought to largely depend on the intrinsic binding specificities of the domains. The 
large family of SRC Homology 3 (SH3) domains contribute to cellular processes via their 
ability to support such PPIs. While the intrinsic binding specificities of SH3 domains have 
been studied in vitro, whether each domain is necessary and sufficient to define PPI specificity 
in vivo is largely unknown. Here, by combining deletion, mutation, swapping and shuffling 
of SH3 domains and measurements of their impact on protein interactions in yeast, we find 
that most SH3s do not dictate PPI specificity independently from their host protein in vivo. 
We show that the identity of the host protein and the position of the SH3 domains within their 
host are critical for PPI specificity, for cellular functions and for key biophysical processes 
such as phase separation. Our work demonstrates the importance of the interplay between a 
modular PPI domain such as SH3 and its host protein in establishing specificity to wire PPI 
networks. These findings will aid understanding how protein networks are rewired during 
evolution and in the context of mutation-driven diseases such as cancer. 
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Session IV: PTMs and Interactomics I 
 
Ms. Julia Kitaygorodsky  
PhD Candidate, University of Toronto 
 
Title: Defining the nanometer structure of membraneless organelles by coupling 
proximity biotinylation with chemical crosslinking in live cells. 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Brett Larsen, Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute; Cassandra Wong, Lunenfeld-
Tanenbaum Research Institute; Payman Samavarchi Tehrani, Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum 
Research Institute; Anne-Claude Gingras, Lunenfeld-Tanenbaum Research Institute 
 
Abstract: 
The paraspeckle is a nuclear membraneless organelle that arises through dynamic coalescence 
of proteins and RNAs, sequestering these components in response to different environmental 
conditions. Recent studies revealed further compartmentalization within paraspeckles: a stable 
concentrated core (scaffolded by long non-coding RNA NEAT1) surrounded by a dynamic, 
liquid-like shell and additional embedded spherical patches. However, individual molecular 
contacts underlying this structural organization remain completely uncharacterized. 
     Current approaches to study the internal arrangement of membraneless organelles either 
disrupt the physiological environment, cannot discover new components, or lack the necessary 
resolution to elucidate suborganellar organization in live cells. 
I hypothesize that combining proximity-dependent biotinylation (BioID) with chemical 
crosslinking coupled to mass spectrometry (XLMS) will enable definition of the structural 
organization of the paraspeckle, defining direct molecular contacts even among low 
abundance proteins. 
     To date, I have established a workflow of BioID labeling in live cells followed by post-
lysis crosslinking, purification of the biotinylated proteins, and identification of these 
components and the crosslinks by mass spectrometry. I recover over 50 crosslinks amongst 
members of the paraspeckle's stable "core," but lysis disrupts the integrity of the paraspeckle 
structure. To study the paraspeckle in its native environment and reduce post-lysis artefacts, I 
am now optimizing the pipeline to perform crosslinking in live cells. My preliminary data 
demonstrate that I can now recover 180 unique protein contacts in the paraspeckle, from its 
dynamic "shell" in addition to the "core." 
     BioID-XLMS offers a novel way to map subcellular organization of previously-
inaccessible compartments like the paraspeckle at nanometer resolution. 
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Session V: Bioinformatics 
 
Mr. Noé Guilloy  
Masters Student, Université de Sherbrooke 
 
Title: OpenCMS: a tool to build personalized proteogenomics databases and detect 
unannotated proteins and possible biomarkers. 
 
Contributing Authors:  
[Noé Guilloy, Université de Sherbrooke], 
[Sébastien Leblanc, Université de Sherbrooke], 
[Jean-François Jacques, Université de Sherbrooke], 
[Marie Brunet, Université de Sherbrooke], 
[Xavier Roucou, Université de Sherbrooke], 
 
Abstract: 
Ribosome profiling studies indicate that up to 40% of initiating ribosomes map to previously 
non-annotated open reading frames (ORFs), suggesting that a large number of proteins are 
coded by unconventional coding sequences. In addition to the currently annotated protein-
coding sequences, the proteogenomic resource OpenProt annotates all ORFs with a minimum 
size of 30 codons present in the transcriptome. These novel ORFs are termed alternative ORFs 
and potentially code for alternative proteins (altProts), which are different from currently 
annotated proteins (refProts). Thus, OpenProt-derived protein databases allow the detection 
of altProts by MS-based proteomics. 
In Human, the whole OpenProt database contains the sequence of 488,956 altProts in addition 
to refProts. This represents a challenge for database searching of MS/MS data. Furthermore, 
common protein databases cannot be used to detect mutated proteins. To address both issues, 
we implemented a proteogenomic approach, which allows the detection of both altProts and 
mutated proteins. 
We developed a program called Open-Custom-Mass Spectrometry (OpenCMS). OpenCMS 
uses sample-specific RNAseq data to identify genomic variants and uses the OpenProt 
resource to generate custom databases of protein sequences. Each database includes altProts 
and mutated protein. 
We tested OpenCMS with a cohort of 38 patients with acute myeloid or lymphoid leukemia. 
RNAseq data were generated from extracted myeloid and lymphoblastic cells and used to 
create personalized protein databases. Proteins were extracted from the same cells, and 
peptides were analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Preliminary results show the expression of 33 altProts 
and 136 mutated proteins, including 24 mutated altProts in acute lymphoid leukemia patients. 
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Session V: Bioinformatics 
 
Dr. Kevin Kovalchik  
Postdoctoral Fellow, Université de Montréal, CHU Saint-Justine 
 
Title: Increasing peptide identification sensitivity in mass spectrometry-based 
immunopeptidomics using supervised learning with enhanced peptide features 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa; 
Étienne Caron, CHU Sainte-Justine Research Center, Université de Montréal; 
 
Abstract: 
The immunopeptidome is defined as the repertoire of peptides presented by major 
histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules on the cell surface. Mass spectrometry (MS) is 
rapidly becoming an important tool in immunopeptidomics studies, but is limited by the non-
tryptic nature of peptides, as well as their abundances, which are relatively low in the 
immunopeptidome compared to proteome digests. The computational identification from MS 
data therefore remains an important challenge. In recent years, the ability to accurately predict 
the binding and presentation of specific peptide sequences by MHC molecules has 
dramatically increased. Such predictions are commonly used in filtering of validated peptide 
identifications, but they have not yet been utilized in the actual validation of peptide 
identifications. Hence, we present a novel approach, called PercMHC, that leverages these 
presentation predictions to improve the sensitivity of peptide identification in MS-based 
immunopeptidomics experiments. Our workflow supplements the standard feature set used by 
Percolator to validate peptide identifications, adding features derived from presentation 
predictions. Our approach results in increases of peptide identifications by up to 40% at a FDR 
of 1%. Furthermore, unlike current immunopeptidomics pipelines, these peptide 
identifications do not rely on the establishment of arbitrary thresholds related to binding or 
presentation scores of the peptides.  We also demonstrate that integrating presentation 
predictions within the machine learning framework improves the reproducibility of presented 
peptide identifications. This work will ultimately enable the identification of low abundance 
clinically relevant peptide epitopes for the development of immunotherapeutic and vaccine 
strategies against autoimmunity, infectious diseases and cancer. 
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Session V: Bioinformatics 
 
Ms. Emily Hashimoto-Roth 
Research Student, University of Ottawa, Lavallee-Adam Laboratory 
 
Title: MAGPIE: A machine learning approach for deciphering protein-protein 
interactions in human plasma 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Diane Forget, Institut de recherches cliniques de Montréal; Vanessa Gaspar, Institut de 
recherches cliniques de Montréal; Steffany A. L. Bennett, University of Ottawa; Marie-Soleil 
Gauthier, Institut de recherches cliniques de Montréal; Benoit Coulombe, Institut de 
recherches cliniques de Montréal; Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa 
 
CNPN Operations Management Team - Invited Speaker 
 
Abstract: 
Immunoprecipitation coupled mass spectrometry (IP-MS) methods are often used to identify 
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) in biological samples. While these approaches are prone to 
false-positive identifications through contamination and antibody non-specific binding, its 
results can be filtered by combining the use of negative controls and computational modelling. 
However, this does not effectively detect false-positive interactions when IP-MS is performed 
on human plasma samples, given a higher propensity for non-specific interactions in plasma. 
Therein, proteins cannot be overexpressed or inhibited, and existing modelling algorithms are 
not adapted for execution without such controls. Hence, we introduce MAGPIE, a novel 
machine learning-based approach for identifying PPIs in human plasma using IP-MS, 
leveraging negative controls that include antibodies targeting proteins not known to be present 
in human plasma. Unsupervised learning algorithms are first applied to label-free MS 
quantification data to identify a set of high-quality negative controls that can be used for false-
positive interaction modelling. MAGPIE then uses a logistic regression classifier to assess the 
reliability of PPIs detected in IP-MS experiments using antibodies targeting known plasma 
proteins. When applied to five IP-MS experiments, our algorithm identified 68 PPIs with a 
false discovery rate (FDR) of 20%. MAGPIE significantly outperformed a state-of-the-art PPI 
discovery tool, detecting 3 times more interactions at half the FDR. PPIs identified by 
MAGPIE are further supported by known or predicted interactions in the STRING PPI 
repository. Our approach provides an unprecedented ability to detect human plasma PPIs, 
enabling a better understanding of biological processes in plasma. 
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Dr. Ji-Young Youn    
Scientist, SickKids Research Institute 
 
Title: Understanding the dynamics of stress granule proteome during stress and 
recovery using BioID 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Sean Millar, Kiki Huang, Karl Schreiber, Ji-Young Youn 
 
Abstract: 
Living organisms face a variety of stressors that challenge the internal balance of their cells, 
and have developed coping mechanisms to overcome them by protecting precious resources 
and preventing damage. One important coping mechanism involves shutting down the 
production of proteins—the building blocks of the cell—and quickly diverting the resources 
required for this into protective compartments called stress granules until translation can 
resume. Proteins are generated from transcripts of the cell's genetic material, and stress 
granules prioritize the storage and protection of valuable transcripts and proteins controlling 
protein synthesis. To form these stress granules, cells use phase separation—the same process 
by which oil and water form separate compartments when mixed together. Stress granule 
formation also requires specialized proteins, which form complicated networks of interactions 
that "glue" them together. However, we still know very little about how proteins associate to 
form stress granules, and how this is reversed when a stress is removed. We aim to identify 
networks of neighbouring proteins underlying stress granule formation, and examine how 
these networks change when conditions improve and stress granules dissolve. To do this, we 
will use a powerful technology called BioID, which involves specifically marking and 
purifying proteins in close proximity to known stress granule components in living cells. Using 
combination of acute, chronic and genetic perturbations, we also aim to obtain comprehensive 
understanding of how stress granule protein networks differ in various stress conditions. 
Through this, we can understand how stress granules exert their specialized functions in 
various stress conditions. 
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Ms. Aparna Srinivasan    
Graduate Student, University of Toronto, Dept. of Molecular Genetics 
 
Title: Investigating co-elution of phosphopeptide isomers using DIA mass spectrometry 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Christian Dorig, ETH Zurich  
Dr.Hannes Rost, University of Toronto 
 
Abstract: 
Phosphorylation is an important and ubiquitous post translational modification. Tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS) has been used to identify thousands of phosphorylation sites in human 
cells. However, phosphorylation site assignment remains challenging. Additionally, the 
prevalence of phosphopeptide isomers, i.e. phosphorylated peptides with identical amino acid 
sequences and different phosphorylation sites, remains unknown. These phosphopeptide 
isomers may co-elute during liquid chromatography, resulting in co-fragmentation during MS, 
further complicating site assignment. Data independent acquisition (DIA) MS is a promising 
method to address the challenge posed by phosphopeptide isomers, as co-eluting isomers can 
theoretically be distinguished by fragment ion elution profiles.  
I conducted a novel benchmark of DIA PTM assignment methods Inference of Peptidforms 
(IPF) and Thesaurus, which make opposing assumptions about co-eluting isomers. Thesaurus 
was designed to identify co-eluting phosphopeptide isomers, whereas IPF provides site 
localisation but does not specifically look for co-eluting isomers. The benchmark was 
conducted on a synthetic dataset consisting of 512 peptide sequences, singly phosphorylated 
to create 1-10 isomers per sequence. Manual annotation was used as the gold standard for 
identification. Approximately 30% of phosphopeptides identified by manual annotation have 
a minimum retention time difference (RTD) with another phosphopeptide isomer of less than 
30s. Both automated methods are less likely to identify these co-eluting sequences compared 
to phosphopeptides with RTD >30s, however IPF performs slightly better. Furthermore, 
automated methods perform poorly when multiple phosphorylatable residues are present on 
the peptide. This indicates the need to refine experimental and analytical methods in order to 
improve outcomes of phosphoproteomics. 
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Session VIII: Immunity and Pathogenesis 
 
Title: Dr. Derek Wilson  
Professor, York University 
 
Structural Proteomics in Drug and Vaccine Development 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Jessica Duprez, York University; Andrew James, Sanofi Pasteur; Mark Reed, Treventis Corp.; 
Marcy Taylor, Treventis Corp. 
 
Abstract: 
Rapid measurements of protein structure and dynamics are an increasingly important aspect 
of (bio)pharmaceuticals development. This presentation describes our application of time-
resolved hydrogen deuterium exchange mass spectrometry (TRESI-HDX) and structural 
proteomics to 'real-world' anti-amyloid drug development in partnership with Treventis Corp. 
Our efforts provide detailed molecular mechanisms of action (MoA) for drug candidates in 
development and support rational design of next-generation candidates based a detailed 
knowledge of how specific functional groups impact binding and MoA. We will also discuss 
a CyToF-mediated assay in which we monitor the immune response to vaccine/adjuvant 
candidates in unprecedented detail. This assay, which uses human whole blood from donors, 
is entirely safe, easily scalable and provides a comprehensive picture of the immune response 
to a vaccine/antigen candidate, including variability between donors, potentially dangerous 
responses and (in some cases) activation pathways leading to a weak or non-protective 
response.  
     In both of these divergent applications, our aim is to provide a unique capability that 
accelerates and de-risks preclinical drug/vaccine development through the application novel 
analytical technologies developed and implemented in Canada. 
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Ms. Brenna Hay    
Student, University of British Columbia 
 
Title: Investigating the role of RPL28 in the translation of the interferon response 
 
Contributing Authors:  
R. Greg Stacey, University of British Columbia; Eric Jan, University of British Columbia; 
Leonard Foster, University of British Columbia 
 
Abstract: 
The interferon response is a complex pathway unique to vertebrates that links the innate and 
adaptive immune responses. It plays a crucial role in triggering the wide-ranging effects of the 
innate immune response. Although many of the signal transduction pathways implicated in 
interferon stimulation have been elucidated, how translation is regulated for and by the 
interferon response remains unclear. Specific ribosomal proteins appear to play a role in 
ribosomal reprogramming and translation of the interferon response. Previous evidence has 
demonstrated that ribosomal protein RPL28 negatively regulates a subset of interferon-
stimulated genes and has a unique role in the interferon response. The present work continues 
to investigate the role of RPL28 on host and virus translational regulation. Host translation is 
assessed through label-free quantitation by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry; 
samples were run on an Impact and searched using MaxQuant. Virus translation is assessed 
through intracellular and extracellular viral titers as determined by plaque assay. Our initial 
mass spectrometry results support prior evidence by demonstrating a pattern of interferon-
stimulated gene upregulation in the absence of RPL28, while expanding on the previous 
research to investigate additional ribosomal proteins RPS26 and RPS28. Furthermore, 
Coxsackievirus B3 infection decreased upon RPL28 knockdown, implying a possible effect 
of RPL28 on virus translation. These results suggest that RPL28 and additional ribosomal 
proteins play a role in reprogramming the ribosome during translation. It is possible that 
RPL28 has the ability to buffer the interferon response through translational regulation in order 
to mitigate the damaging effects of over-stimulation or viral infection. 
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Mr. Arjun Sukumaran    
PhD Candidate, University of Guelph 
 
Title: Global infectome profiling of Klebsiella pneumoniae defines the intricate 
relationship between host and pathogen 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Dr. Jennifer Geddes-McAlister, University of Guelph 
 
CNPN Operations Management Team - Invited Speaker 
 
Abstract: 
Klebsiella pneumoniae is an opportunistic bacterial pathogen ubiquitously found in the 
environment and in medical settings. Primarily responsible for nosocomial infections,   
K. pneumoniae presents a threat to human health stemming from increased prevalence of 
hypervirulent and antibiotic-resistant strains. Therefore, new strategies are required to 
identify and characterize the interactions between bacterium and host during infection to 
reveal novel therapeutic options. This study identifies novel virulence factors that change 
in abundance upon bacterial infection of primary macrophage cells. Cells were processed 
using an in-house proteome extraction workflow, digested peptides were analyzed on a 
Orbitrap Exploris 240 instrument, and data analysis was performed on the publicly-
available MaxQuant and Perseus platforms. Our results demonstrate changes in protein 
abundance within the total proteome and secretome under in vitro growth conditions. 
Analysis of the infectome from the bacterial perspective identifies proteins that interfere 
with host immune function and aid in survival, as well as proteins with potential new roles 
in virulence.  From the host's perspective, we identify proteins that prevent bacterial 
invasion, growth and survival, proinflammatory proteins, and proteins that promote the 
immune response. Currently, we have prioritized candidate proteins of interest based on 
novelty, predicted interaction with the host, and potential roles in virulence. Genes 
encoding for candidate proteins have been deleted, and the generated mutants were 
assessed for growth, morphological, and changes to virulence. Our new proteomics-based 
strategy will identify novel infection-associated bacterial proteins and elucidate 
mechanisms of action within the host. 
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Poster Presentations  
 
Bioinformatics 
 
B01 - Ms. Clarisse Gotti 
Research Assistant, Proteomic Platform, CHU de Québec 
 
Extensive and accurate benchmarking of DIA acquisition methods and software tools 
using a complex proteomic standard 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Clarisse Gotti, Proteomics platform, CHU de Québec - Université Laval Research Center, 
Québec City, Québec, Canada;  Florence Roux-Dalvai, Proteomics platform, CHU de Québec 
- Université Laval Research Center, Québec City, Québec, Canada;  Charles Joly-Beauparlant, 
Computational Biology Laboratory, CHU de Québec - Université Laval Research Center, 
Québec City, Québec, Canada;  MickaÃ«l Leclercq, Computational Biology Laboratory, CHU 
de Québec - Université Laval Research Center, Québec City, Québec, Canada;  Loic 
Mangnier, Computational Biology Laboratory, CHU de Québec - Université Laval Research 
Center, Québec City, Québec, Canada; Arnaud Droit, Proteomics platform & Computational 
Biology Laboratory, CHU de Québec - Université Laval Research Center, Québec City, 
Québec, Canada 
 
In the past few years, LC-MS/MS in DIA mode has become a strategy of choice for deep 
coverage of complex proteomes and accurate quantification of low abundant species. 
However, there is still no consensus in the literature on the best acquisition parameters and 
processing tools to use. To help the users choosing the best method for their study, we present 
here an extensive benchmark of DIA workflows.  
To mimic a complex sample, we used a proteomic standard composed of an E.coli background 
spiked-in with 48 UPS1 human proteins (Sigma) at 8 different concentrations (0.1 to 
50fmol/Âµg of E.coli). These samples were injected on an Orbitrap Fusion instrument 
operating in DIA mode with four acquisition schemes: Narrow (8m/z windows), Overlap (2 
series of 8m/z windows shifted by 4m/z), Mixed (8m/z and 15m/z) and Wide (15m/z). Raw 
files were then processed using 6 different software tools: DIA-NN, DIA-Umpire, 
OpenSWATH, ScaffoldDIA, Skyline and Spectronaut, with or without the use of a spectral 
library.  
We report here, for each of the 36 workflows tested, the number of peptides/proteins 
quantified, the reproducibility and linearity of the quantification as well as the sensitivity and 
False Discovery Proportion of differential expression analysis in 28 pairwise comparisons 
between the 8 UPS1 concentrations. 
In the end, by analyzing 96 DIA raw files with 36 workflows, our study is the largest 
benchmark of DIA methods ever published on Orbitrap mass spectrometers and could become 
a helpful guide book for the analysis of complex samples with DIA proteomics. 
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B02 - Ms. Iryna Abramchuk  
MSc Student, University of Ottawa 
 
A novel unsupervised learning approach combining protein interactions and 
transcriptomics data to characterize the mRNA maturation machinery 
 
Contributing Authors:  
[Iryna Abramchuk, University of Ottawa] 
[Karen E. Wei, Institut de recherches cliniques de Montréal and University of Montreal] 
[Lisbeth-Carolina Aguilar, Institut de recherches cliniques de Montréal and University of 
Montreal] 
[Alexander Ratushny, Seattle Biomedical Research Institute] 
[Michael P. Rout, The Rockefeller University] 
[John D. Aitchison, Seattle Biomedical Research Institute] 
[Marlene Oeffinger, Institut de recherches cliniques de Montréal and University of Montreal] 
[Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa] 
 
Numerous RNA-associated proteins have been characterized as being part of the mRNA 
maturation machinery. However, the specific protein complexes forming this machinery are 
not comprehensively mapped. It also remains unclear whether RNA-associated proteins 
preferentially associate with specific types of RNAs or process all RNAs irrespective of their 
nature. To address this question, we built a dataset of 124 affinity purified yeast proteins 
implicated in mRNA maturation. These proteins and their interacting partners were 
characterized using mass spectrometry and RNA transcripts isolated from 47 of the 
purifications were sequenced. Using this multiomics dataset, we propose an unsupervised 
learning method to identify subsets of proteins that share common protein-protein interactions 
and transcript associations. We also designed a co-clustering approach based on bootstrapping 
to discover groups of transcripts that are associated with the same subsets of proteins. Our 
algorithms identified 24 groups of proteins that significantly cluster based on their shared 
protein interactions and 8 groups of RNA transcripts that are preferentially purified by similar 
sets of proteins (bootstrapping value > 90). Furthermore, our co-clustering technique 
discovered 7 sets of RNA transcripts and proteins that preferentially associate with each other 
(bootstrapping value > 90). We demonstrate that these groups of transcripts tend to be of 
similar lengths and that within them encoding genes are significantly enriched with specific 
functional annotations. Altogether, our results demonstrate that specific subsets of proteins 
playing a role in mRNA maturation preferentially associate with certain RNA transcripts, 
thereby providing a better understanding of mRNA maturation mechanisms.
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B03 - Mr. Yun-En Chung  
Research Assistant, University of Ottawa 
 
A supervised learning approach to select the collision energy optimizing peptide 
fragmentation in ion mobility-mass spectrometry 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Matthew Willetts, Bruker Daltonics; Nagarjuna Nagaraj, Bruker Daltonics; Tharan Srikumar, 
Bruker Daltonics; Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa 
 
The ability to identify peptides and proteins using mass spectrometry is directly linked to the 
level of fragmentation of peptide precursor ions. Typically, a well-fragmented precursor ion 
generates a mass spectrum with a high signal-to-noise ratio, which facilitates sequence 
identification. Several precursor ion properties, such as mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and charge 
state, influence the level of collision energy required for optimal fragmentation. Nonetheless, 
many mass spectrometry instruments do not make use of such information when determining 
the optimal collision energy during their analysis. Herein, we present a supervised learning 
algorithm that uses peptide ion property measurements from ion mobility-mass spectrometry 
and a collision energy value to predict the relative fragmentation of precursor ions. 
Specifically, we designed an artificial neural network using features such as m/z value, charge 
state and ion mobility coefficient to predict relative precursor ion fragmentation when a given 
collision energy is applied using a Bruker timsTOF Pro instrument. We then use this network 
to determine the optimal collision energy for a given precursor ion. We show that our 
algorithm can accurately predict relative precursor ion fragmentation (R2=0.72). Furthermore, 
using our algorithm's predictions to determine the optimal collision energy for precursor ions 
during mass spectrometry experiments increases the number of peptide identifications by 9%. 
Our algorithm also improves post-translational modification characterization by identifying 
11.5% more modified peptides. Finally, by optimizing fragmentation, our approach improves 
proteomics characterization capabilities and therefore provides a better understanding of 
biological samples analyzed by mass spectrometry. 
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B04 - Mr. Soroush Shahryari Fard  
Masters Student, University of Ottawa 
 
SAPID-MSI: Spatially-aware protein identification algorithm for mass spectrometry 
imaging 
 
Contributing Authors:  
[Theodore J. Perkins, Ottawa Hospital Research Institute;] 
[Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa;] 
 
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is a technique that allows not only the identification of 
proteins in a sample, but also their localization within a tissue. Nevertheless, protein 
identification in MSI is much more challenging than in standard mass spectrometry-based 
proteomics, with some experiments only identifying hundreds of proteins in a sample. 
Thousands of mass spectra are typically acquired with MSI, with a large number of them 
remaining uncharacterized due to their poor quality. Despite these challenges, protein 
identification approaches that are currently used in MSI were originally designed for standard 
mass spectrometry-based proteomics and do not take advantage of the spatial information 
acquired in MSI. Herein, we introduce a novel supervised learning algorithm, SAPID-MSI, 
that integrates both spatial and local information acquired by MSI to assess protein 
identification at a given tissue location. Our approach is based on the idea that given some 
evidence that a protein P is present at a site S, the identification of P in the neighbourhood of 
S increases the confidence of P's identification at S. We benchmarked SAPID-MSI against 
ProteinProphet, a state-of-the-art tool for protein identification confidence assessment, using 
Piehowski et al.'s MSI analysis of mouse uterine tissues. Our algorithm identified 10% more 
proteins than ProteinProphet at a 1% false discovery rate. We also show that SAPID-MSI 
detects more proteins than ProteinProphet when less mass spectra are acquired at each site. 
Finally, by improving proteome characterization in MSI, our approach will help providing a 
better understanding of the processes taking place in biological tissues. 
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B05 - Ms. Rachel Nadeau 
Student, University of Ottawa 
 
PIGNON: A protein-protein interaction-guided functional enrichment analysis for 
quantitative proteomics 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Anastasiia Byvsheva, University of Ottawa; Mathieu Lavallée-Adam, University of Ottawa 
 
Quantitative proteomics studies are often used to detect proteins that are differentially 
expressed across different experimental conditions. Functional enrichment analyses are then 
typically used to detect annotations, such as biological processes that are significantly enriched 
among such differentially expressed proteins to provide insights into the molecular impacts of 
the studied conditions. However, a functional annotation may be dysregulated in a given 
experimental condition, while its proteins may not be considered to be individually 
significantly differentially expressed. Such an annotation would therefore be missed by 
standard approaches. Hence, we propose a novel graph theory-based method, PIGNON, for 
the detection of differentially expressed functional annotations in different experimental 
conditions. PIGNON maps protein differential expression levels onto a protein-protein 
interaction network and measures the clustering of proteins from a given functional annotation 
within the network. A Monte-Carlo sampling approach is used to assess the clustering 
significance of proteins in this expression-weighted network. When applied to a quantitative 
proteomics analysis of different molecular subtypes of breast cancer, PIGNON detects Gene 
Ontology terms that are both significantly clustered in a protein-protein interaction network 
and differentially expressed across different breast cancer subtypes. PIGNON's results are 
complementary to those of state-of-the-art functional enrichment analyses and highlight 
functional annotations missed by these approaches. Furthermore, PIGNON detects functional 
annotations that have been previously associated with specific breast cancer subtypes. Finally, 
PIGNON provides an alternative to functional enrichment analyses and a more comprehensive 
characterization of quantitative datasets. It enables a better understanding of dysregulated 
processes in samples under different conditions. 
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Clinical Proteomics 
 
CP01 - Dr. Premkumari Kumarathasan   
Senior Research Scientist, Health Canada and University of Ottawa 
 
Cytotoxicity and molecular level changes in cells after in vitro exposure to ZnO 
nanomaterials 
 
Contributing Authors:  
P.Kumarathasan1,2 , N. Nazemof2, D. Breznan1, A. Tayabali1, N. Assudani1, Y. Dirieh1, E. 
Blais1,  
Linda Johnston3 and J. Gomes2.  

 
1Environmental Health Science and Research Bureau, HECSB, Health Canada, Ottawa, ON; 
2Interdisciplinary School of Health Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of 
Ottawa, Ottawa, ON; 
3Metrology Research Centre, National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, ON. 
   

Wide-spread application of ZnO nanomaterials in various sectors food, cosmetics, electronics, 
construction and in biomedicine has enhanced their production in recent years. Among various 
nano metal oxides, nanoZnO exhibits extraordinary electronic, optical, magnetic, chemical 
and mechanical properties compared to the bulk form. Thus increased potential for exposure 
to nanoZnO, has led to environmental/human health concerns. Yet, toxicity of nanoZnO is 
unclear. In this work, to advance the understanding on ZnO nanoparticle (NP) toxicity, well-
characterized ZnO nanoforms of different sizes and surface modifications (e.g uncoated 30, 
53 nm; coated with silicon oil, stearic acid) were screened for in vitro cytotoxicity and protein 
level changes. Mouse monocyte/macrophage (J774) cells, human lung epithelial cells (A549) 
were exposed (0-100 Âµg/cm2) to ZnONPs and various cytotoxicity endpoints (LDH release, 
ATP, CTB) were analysed post 24 h. ZnCl2 and bulk ZnO served as reference particles. 
Secreted proteins were tested after exposure to ZnONPs using multiplexed protein array 
analysis and cellular oxidative stress levels were examined. NP type-, exposure dose-, cell 
type-specific cytotoxic responses were observed, with relative potencies of NPs being 
influenced by physicochemical properties (e.g. surface area, agglomeration, metal content). 
Oxidative stress appeared to be a key mechanism underlying NP cytotoxicity. Secreted protein 
changes revealed NP exposure-related differential activation of signalling pathways (e.g. Th1, 
Th2, Th17) relevant to inflammation. Biological processes affected by ZnONPs included 
apoptosis, necrosis and production of reactive oxygen species. These findings support risk 
analysis on these NPs and inform on selection of safer materials for technological applications. 
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CP02 - Dr. Maggy Lépine  
PhD Student, UQAM   
 
Developing a targeted mass spectrometry workflow for investigating the tear proteome  
 
Contributing Authors:    
Maggy Lépine, Lekha Sleno* 

1 Université du Québec à Montréal, Chemistry Dept., Montréal, QC, Canada 
 
 
Proteins in tears have an important role in eye health. The tear proteome is therefore a 
promising source of eye disease biomarkers. The goal of this study was to develop a robust 
and sensitive method for profiling tear proteins, to examine the variability in a healthy 
population.  
      Tears were collected from a group of 16 healthy volunteers on Schirmer tear strips. 
Reductive alkylation and trypsin digestion was performed following solid-phase extraction. 
Digests were analysed using a targeted method measuring 597 proteins with scheduled 
multiple reaction monitoring (LC-sMRM) on a Sciex QTRAP 5500 platform. These targeted 
proteins were compiled from high-resolution MS/MS data previously acquired in data-
dependent and data-independent mode on a Sciex TripleTOF 5600+ instrument. Each protein 
was monitored using one or two peptides, with two MRM transitions per peptide.  
      LC-MRM data was compared to data-independent (SWATH) acquisition for the 
quantitative analysis of tear proteins. Data were processed with MultiQuantTM and 
OneOmicsTM software from Sciex. 
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CP03 - Dr. Vanessa Gaspar 
Postdoctoral Fellow, McGill University, Lady Davis Institute 
 
Development of Multiple Reaction Monitoring (MRM) Methods for Therapeutic Drug 
Monitoring of Therapeutic Monoclonal Antibodies 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Sahar Ibrahim, McGill University; Constance A. Sobsey, McGill University; Vincent R. 
Richard, McGill University; Shaun Eintracht, McGill University; René Zahedi1, McGill 
University;Â Christoph H. Borchers, McGill University 
 
LC/MS can improve Therapeutic Drug Monitoring (TDM) of monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), 
allowing dosage adjustment and optimizing response to therapy while lowering the risk of side 
effects and potentially limiting the production of anti-drug antibodies (ADAs). mAbs are 
expensive, so reliable TDM can reduce costs by avoiding a second dose when the mAb plasma 
concentration is still above the required concentration. In this study, Adalimumab, Infliximab, 
Rituximab, and Trastuzumab were digested using trypsin. The high resolution LC-MS/MS 
data was searched using Proteome Discoverer 2.3, against a Uniprot human-protein database 
to which the mAb sequences had been added. Peptide sequences that were unique and mapped 
to the variable regions of each mAb were checked using PeptidePicker (PMID: 24769191) 
and 1-2 proteotypic peptides were selected per mAb. These peptides were synthetized as light 
(NAT) and heavy stable-isotope-labelled internal standard (SIS) peptides. MRM methods 
were developed on an Agilent 6495 mass spectrometer. Calibration curves in plasma were 
prepared for all of the selected peptides, and aliquots equivalent to 0.3 ÂµL of plasma, spiked 
with variable NAT and constant SIS levels, were analyzed. The linear range for all peptides 
in plasma had an R2Â >0.94. Calibration curves were generated in triplicate, with CVs of 
<20%. The lower limits of quantitation were 1.4 Âµg/mL of plasma for Adalimumab, 1.5 
Âµg/mL for Infliximab, 0.6 Âµg/mL for Rituximab, and 1.4 Âµg/mL for Trastuzumab. A 
method to quantify ADAs in patient plasma samples is currently being developed, to determine 
the levels of both total mAb and ADA-bound mAb. 
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CP04 - Dr. Sahar Ibrahim   
PhD Student, McGill University, Lady Davis Institute 
 
Precise quantitation of PTEN by immuno-MRM: a tool to resolve the PTEN biomarker 
controversy in many cancers 
 
Contributing Authors:  
[Cathy Lan, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Catherine 
Chabot, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Georgia Mitsa, 
Segal Cancer Proteomics Centre, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Marguerite 
Buchanan, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Adriana 
Aguilar-Mahecha, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Mounib 
Elchebly, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research], [Oliver Poetz, 
NMI Natural and Medical Sciences Institute at the University of Tuebingen; SIGNATOPE 
GmbH], [Alan Spatz, Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research; 
Department of Pathology, McGill University], [Mark Basik, Gerald Bronfman Department of 
Oncology, Jewish General Hospital, McGill University; Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis 
Institute for Medical Research], [Gerald Batist, Gerald Bronfman Department of Oncology, 
Jewish General Hospital, McGill University; Segal Cancer Center, Lady Davis Institute for 
Medical Research], [René P. Zahedi, Segal Cancer Proteomics Centre, Lady Davis Institute 
for Medical Research; Center for Computational and Data-Intensive Science and Engineering, 
Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology], Christoph H. Borchers, Segal Cancer 
Proteomics Centre, Lady Davis Institute for Medical Research; Gerald Bronfman Department 
of Oncology, Jewish General Hospital, McGill University; Center for Computational and 
Data-Intensive Science and Engineering, Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology] 
 
The tumor suppressor PTEN is the main negative regulator of PI3K/AKT/mTOR-signaling 
and is commonly found downregulated in many cancers such as breast cancer (BC) due to 
transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms.  Conflicting immunohistochemistry 
(IHC) and western blot (WB) data have sparked a controversy about PTEN's role as a 
prognostic and predictive biomarker in these cancers. This has impeded the precision required 
to correlate minor PTEN-expression changes in tumors to clinical data. We developed and 
validated a fully-standardized, highly sensitive, robust anti-peptide immuno-multiple reaction 
monitoring (iMRM) assay for PTEN quantification that includes an 11-min micro-flow LC-
MRM analysis on a triple-quadrupole MS, that provides a much-needed tool for the study of 
PTEN as a potential biomarker in many cancers. Our iMRM assay enables precise quantitation 
of PTEN concentrations in cell lines, fresh frozen- and formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 
(FFPE) tissues, down to 0.1 fmol/10 Âµg of extracted protein, with high inter-and intra-day 
precision (CV 6.3%).  PTEN levels in BC-derived patient-derived xenografts (PDX) samples 
that were determined by iMRM correlate well with semi-quantitative IHC and WB data 
produced under standardized conditions. iMRM, however, allowed precise PTEN quantitation 
-- even in samples that were deemed to be PTEN-negative by IHC or WB -- while requiring 
substantially less tumor tissue than WB. Furthermore, PTEN iMRM were applied to samples 
from metastatic colorectal cancer and BC patients as well as BC-PDXs treated with paclitaxel 
to evaluate whether there is a clinically significant correlation between PTEN protein 
concentration and cancer patient's prognosis and response to therapeutics. 
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CP05 - Mr. Shahbaz Khan   

Postdoctoral Fellow, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN 
 
Characterization of the cell surface proteome of chordoma cell lines: Identification of 
novel therapeutic targets 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Jeffrey Zuccato, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN ; Vladimir Ignatchenko, Princess 
Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN ; Olivia Singh, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN ; Sheila 
Mansouri, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN ; Gelareh Zadeh, Princess Margaret Cancer 
Centre, UHN ; Thomas Kislinger, Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, UHN and Department of 
Medical Biophysics, University of Toronto 
 
Chordomas are rare, clinically aggressive tumors with a median survival of 6-7 years 
following maximal surgery and radiotherapy. Given the limited options for effective clinical 
management, there remains an urgent need for the development of novel therapies to improve 
clinical outcomes. Cell-surface proteins are attractive therapeutic targets due to their easily 
accessible subcellular localization. Here, we used a multifaceted proteomics approach to 
identify novel chordoma-specific cell-surface protein markers and explore their potential as 
therapeutic targets. Cell-surface proteins were isolated from primary, metastatic, and recurrent 
chordoma cell lines by colloidal silica-bead capture and analyzed by mass spectrometry. In 
parallel, proteomic analyses were carried out on intracellular organelle fractions isolated by 
differential centrifugation from each chordoma cell line. A subtractive proteomics strategy 
was then applied to identify proteins that are plasma membrane enriched. Furthermore, 
publicly available GTex RNA-seq and proteomics datasets were used to evaluate expression 
in healthy normal tissue resulting in the prioritization of ten cell surface protein candidates 
with chordoma-specific expression. Using commercially available antibodies, the expression 
profiles of these surface proteins were validated across the chordoma cell lines, clinical tissue 
samples, and normal tissue lysates via western blotting. Four candidates were selected for 
further characterization by immunohistochemistry using patient samples. In vitro functional 
interrogation revealed that transient downregulation affected cell survival, suggesting a 
possible role in chordoma biology. In conclusion, we have elucidated the surface proteomes 
of chordoma cell lines and identified novel surface proteins as potential therapeutic targets for 
chordoma. 
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CP06 - Mr. Sean Millar  
Masters Candidate, SickKids Research Institute 
 
Understanding context-dependent differences in stress granule form and function using 
a systematic proteomics approach 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Sean Millar, University of Toronto; Ji-Young Youn, University of Toronto 
 
Biomolecular condensates are non-membrane-bound organelles recognized by their dynamic 
structure and liquid-like properties. The formation of biomolecular condensates by liquid-
liquid phase separation(LLPS) enables compartmentalization of biological processes and rapid 
response to changing cell conditions. Stress granules (SGs) are transient, cytosolic 
ribonucleoprotein condensates that form in response to stress-induced translational arrest. 
Their recruitment of translationally-stalled ribonucleoprotein complexes seem to confer 
cytoprotective effects through regulation of RNA metabolism and proteostasis. However, less 
dynamic, solid-like SGs are acutely cytotoxic and are implicated in several neurodegenerative 
diseases. We lack a clear understanding of SG function, and efforts to characterize SGs are 
further complicated by observations of stress-specific variation in their functional and 
biophysical properties. I hypothesize that SGs boast flexible protein compositions that dictate 
their specialized functions and dynamic properties in a context-dependent manner. I plan to 
use proximity-dependent biotinylation to systematically characterize the proteome of SGs 
formed under various stress conditions; and, to relate biophysical and functional variation to 
stress-specific differences in their protein composition. This information will help define 
context-specific assembly pathways and identify stress-specific proteins that impact on the 
function and biophysical properties of SGs. Additionally, this information will help define 
principles that enhance our 
understanding of how dysregulated SGs contribute to disease. 
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CP07 - Ms. Sabrina Bouchard   
M.Sc. Student, Université de Sherbrooke 
 
URINE PROTEOMICS: Towards the discovery of a potent and predictive biomarker 
combination for bladder cancer detection 
 
Contributing Authors:  
Sabrina Bouchard [1], Claudio Jeldre [2], Martin Bisaillon [3] and François-Michel Boisvert 
[1] 
[1] Immunology and Cell Biology Department, Faculty of Medecine and Health Sciences, 
Université de Sherbrooke 
[2] Surgery Department / Service of Urology, Faculty of Medecine and Health Sciences, 
Université de Sherbrooke 
[3] Biochemistry and Functional Genomics Department, Faculty of Medecine and Health 
Sciences, Université de Sherbrooke 
 
Bladder cancer (BCa) is the fifth most common cancer in Canada. Cystoscopy is the main 
detection method for BCa, making itâ€¯the most expensive cancer to treat. Despite numerous 
clinical trials, no potent, non-invasive and low-cost detection method has been successful to 
replace cystoscopy.  This project aims at identifying significant dysregulations in the urinary 
proteome of cancer patients using mass spectrometry and validate by western blot the most 
promising candidates. The resulting data will serve a clinical application consisting of 
targeting novel predictive biomarkers for new and/or recurrent bladder cancers.  197 urine 
samples have been harvested from High-grade and Low-grade BCa, Recurrence-free from 
BCa and BCa-freeâ€¯patients. The first 89 samples have been analyzed in duplicate following 
their precipitation, trypsin digestion, and purification. Protein abundance was measured by 
Label-free quantification. Outliers' identification was based on significant differential protein 
expression using different statistical methods such as the Log2 Fold-Change paired with the 
Mann-Whitney U test, linear regression model and Ï‡Â² test. The last 108 urine samples were 
used to validate the biomarker candidates outlined in the mass spectrometry analysis. A 4-
biomarkers combination has been identified by mass spectrometry and validated by Western 
Blot that show a 100% sensitivity and 87% specificity for High-grade BCa versus BCa-free 
patients, therefore showing promising results for the creation of a non-invasive urine test. 
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Proteoglycan 4 (PRG4), an extracellular matrix protein maintains homeostasis through its 
boundary lubricating and anti-inflammatory properties. Altered expression and function of 
PRG4 has been associated with inflammatory diseases including osteoarthritis (OA) and 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Several proteases elevated in inflammatory environments were 
reported to cleave PRG-4 reducing its lubricating ability. But its implications on inflammatory 
signaling is not yet clear. In this study, mast cell tryptase was found to cleave PRG4 into 
shorter fragments in a dose and time dependent manner which were confirmed by gel 
electrophoresis and tandem mass spectrometry. Tryptase cleavage sites on PRG-4 were 
determined by N-terminomics. PRG4 fragments demonstrated reduced lubricating ability 
compared to full-length in a friction test between glass over polydimethylsiloxane polymer 
interface, which mimics boundary lubrication in knee joint. Compared to full-length, PRG4 
fragments triggered higher level of proinflammatory NFkB expression in human embryonic 
kidney TLR-2 and -4 cell lines. Six-plex TMT labeled shotgun proteomics validated the 
altered role of the proteolytic processing on inflammatory signaling in primary synovial 
fibroblast from healthy subjects. Ex vivo tryptase cleavage of PRG4 in synovial fluid collected 
from healthy subject was confirmed N-terminomics, terminal amine isotopic labeling of 
substrate. DMM model of OA in rat showed colocalization of tryptase and PRG-4 on knee 
cartilage associated with disease severity. Tryptase is a well-characterized marker of mast cell 
activation in inflammatory arthritis. Therefore, further investigation into interaction of PRG4 
with tryptase in both homeostasis and inflammatory diseases may reveal downstream 
signaling mechanism which will help determine novel drug target. 
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Driven by the high prevalence of cancer recurrence and chemoresistance, the low five-year 
survival rate (30%) of high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma (HGSC) underscores the need for 
novel therapeutic strategies. Plasma membrane (PM) proteins are favourable drug targets due 
to their easily accessible surface localization yet are under-represented in global proteomics 
analyses. As >80% of the cell surface is N-glycosylated, we hypothesize that N-
glycoproteomics of HGSC experimental models can be leveraged for therapeutic target 
discovery. Here we have devised a two-pronged N-glycoproteomic driven pipeline to 
determine putative therapeutic targets for HGSC. First, we used an in vitro N-glycoproteomic 
method, cell surface capture, to characterize the surfaceomes of HGSC cells, normal fallopian 
tube epithelial cells and HGSC patient-derived cancer-associated fibroblast cultures, resulting 
in the detection of 835 surface N-glycoproteins. The cell line surfaceomes clustered based on 
cell type enabling the identification of proteins with cancer-specific surface expression. In 
parallel, we leveraged our recent work on N-glycoproteomics of HGSC patient-derived 
xenografts to design a custom guide RNA library and facilitate CRISPR-Cas9 knockout 
screening of HGSC PM proteins detected in in vivo models. A pilot screen has revealed 
surface proteins vital for HGSC fitness and ongoing screens will uncover additional essential 
PM proteins. Integration of the complementary approaches with publicly available molecular 
HGSC patient data will permit the prioritization of actionable, cancer-specific vulnerabilities 
for further individual interrogation in spheroid models. We anticipate that the identification 
and functional characterization of HGSC PM proteins can enable the development of novel 
therapeutic antibodies for HGSC. 
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Thermal Proteome Profiling (TPP) is a chemoproteomic approach that allows for the 
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Thermal Proteome Profiling (TPP) is a chemoproteomic approach that allows for the unbiased 
identification of protein drug targets. It exploits the property proteins have in which they 
thermally denature into insoluble aggregates. Since proteins forming complexes with small 
molecules such as drugs tend to stabilize the protein, leading to a greater resistance to thermal 
denaturation.  These shifts in thermal stability are gathered in a TPP experiment by incubating 
drug and control-treated samples at various temperatures to denature the samples and pellet to 
extract the soluble fraction. By labeling each temperature point with its own unique TMT label 
for relative quantifications. From there, melting curves can be extracted and a value known as 
the melting temperature (Tm) can be extracted. By identifying proteins that had a shift in 
melting temperature, one can identify flag potential direct and indirect protein interactors of a 
novel compound. During my first year of Master's I have replicated results from previous 
publications with the ultimate goal of using the technique to identify off-target interactors of 
novel kinase inibitors we are developing. Our aim is to use TPP as way to identify drug 
candidates with off-target effects. 
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common non-skin cancer diagnosed in Canadian men and 
the third leading cause of cancer-specific deaths. The current clinical prognostic factors do not 
accurately predict disease progression and clinical outcomes, leading to overtreatment of 
indolent disease and undertreatment of aggressive disease. Identification of accurate 
prognostic biomarkers for predicting disease progression is needed to guide targeted 
interventions. The expressed prostatic secretions (EPS) contain prostate secreted proteins, can 
be collected via urine following a digital rectal exam (post-DRE urine), and is well-suited for 
biomarker discovery. The Kislinger lab's prostate cancer program has collected proteomics 
data from 1254 patient samples across all clinical risk groups of localized PCa. Specifically, 
a PCa fluid-based spectral library is generated from the proteomes characterized in PCa EPS 
fluids with data-dependent acquisition (DDA) â€“ mass spectrometry (MS). The library will 
leverage quantitative comparisons of global PCa peptides using data-independent acquisition 
(DIA) â€“ MS. In order to establish a DIA workflow for large cohort analysis, we have 
analyzed several popular DIA methods and evaluated the throughput with regular 120-, 60-, 
45- and 30-minute gradients using pooled post-DRE urine samples. By applying the fluid-
based library for targeted data extraction of DIA data, our results showed that DIA methods 
with half the LC separation time were able to achieve at least 2-fold increase in peptide 
detections compared to a regular 120-minute DDA method. The established DIA workflow 
allows us to analyze real-life PCa cohorts at a higher throughput, thus accelerate biomarker 
discovery experiments. 
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Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most common cancer in men and can be treated early with early 
detection. However, most PCa are indolent at time of diagnosis and current prognostic 
protocols do not accurately predict disease aggression and clinical outcome, limiting optimal 
patient management. We hypothesize that urine collected after a digital rectal exam (uEPS) 
contains proteins that serve as predictive biomarkers and will allow for better non-invasive 
PCa risk stratification. We have acquired proteomics data from 1,254 samples which include 
tumor tissue, adjacent-normal tissue, urine (uEPS), prostatic fluid, and urine-derived 
extracellular vesicles (EV). These samples were collected from a cohort 656 treatment-naIve 
patients that span the entire risk spectrum of PCa (benign, low, intermediate and high-risk). 
We detected 9,220 proteins, of which 4,359 and 5,322 proteins were detected in fluids (urine 
and prostatic fluid), and EVs, respectively. We identified protein clusters in fluids and EVs 
that are associated with age, serum PSA level, and biological pathways such as vesicular 
transport and metabolism. Using 66 matched fluid samples, we confirmed that our proteomics 
workflow is reproducible across 2 sites (median R^2=0.75), processing replicates (median 
R^2=0.86) and technical replicates (median R^2=0.87). Leveraging RNA-seq data from 
TCGA and GTEX, we developed a pipeline to select for prostate-derived proteins from the 
background of urine kidney- and bladder-derived proteins, and identified peptides in fluids 
that can distinguish between low and intermediate/high-risk patients, as well as benign and 
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cancer patients. Peptide candidates will subsequently be validated in an additional 
urine cohort by PRM. 
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Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) death rates exceed the next 3 prevalent cancers 
combined; however, most NSCLC tumors lack actionable mutations. Recent studies of 
NSCLC and other cancers revealed profound proteome remodelling with prognostic impact 
that is not fully predicted by DNA or RNA analyses. These revelations portend proteome-
based cancer classification and treatment. This will require model systems that recapitulate 
tumor proteomes and phenotypes. A subset (~35%) of the most aggressive NSCLC can form 
a patient-derived xenograft (PDX). We generated 137 PDX models of aggressive NSCLC, 
which represent the histological, genome, transcriptome, and DNA methylation features and 
proteome remodelling of primary NSCLC. The models indicate 3 lung adenocarcinoma and 2 
squamous cell carcinoma proteotypes that are associated with different patient outcomes, 
protein-phosphotyrosine profiles, candidate targets, and in adenocarcinoma, distinct stromal 
immune features. The PDX resource will foster proteome-directed stratification and 
development of new treatments for aggressive NSCLC. 
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Triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a highly aggressive tumour. No consistent protein 
biomarker has been described for TNBC, resulting in a scarcity of adjuvant therapies for the 
afflicted patients. Hence, there is an urgent need to determine novel TNBC-associated proteins 
for the development of new therapeutics and the identification of novel molecular mechanisms 
driving this malignancy.  
We evaluated the cell surface proteome of TNBC by employing hydrazide chemistry to isolate 
N-glycopeptides, which were analyzed by LC-MS/MS. The glycoproteome of six 
immortalized TNBC cell lines was compared to that of one immortalized and four patient-
derived â€˜healthy' human mammary epithelial cell lines. 
The N-glycoproteomics approach led to the detection of 1044 glycoproteins, with over 70% 
described as plasma membrane/secreted proteins. Candidates of interest were selected from 
our list by focusing on plasma membrane proteins enriched in TNBC cells compared to healthy 
controls according to our label-free quantitative proteomics data, and that showed limited 
expression in healthy tissues. Plexin B3 (PLXNB3), a protein typically expressed in healthy 
neuronal tissues, was selected for functional validations. Elevated mRNA PLXNB3 levels in 
breast cancer patients is associated with poorer overall survival compared to low PLXNB3 
mRNA expression (TCGA Pan-Cancer Clinical Data Resource, 2018). PLXNB3 k.d. (using 
siRNA and CRISPR technologies) impaired TNBC cell growth (in both adherent and spheroid 
cultures) and was associated with elevated levels of cleaved-caspase 3 and cleaved-caspase 7 
compared to scrambled controls. Current tests are evaluating PLXNB3 k.d. impact on TNBC 
cell adhesion to extracellular matrixes and cancer cell migration. 
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Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) is a heterogenous disease that is only recently 
becoming better understood, especially in children. Elucidating the genomic and proteomic 
landscape of ALL is essential to the identification of suitable targeted therapies. There are well 
established genomics and transcriptomics platforms to identify variants, however it remains 
difficult to interpret the consequences of these variations on the protein pathways targeted by 
drugs. Our approach is to combine targeted genetic sequencing with global targeted mass-
spectrometry to characterize the mutation and protein expression profiles of pediatric biopsies 
at initial diagnosis and relapse. We hypothesize that our proteogenomic approach may allow 
for better detection of potentially targetable mutations, as it not only identifies the relevant 
mutation but also validates the status of the protein or pathway targeted by the drug. We first 
evaluate different methods for data independent acquisition (DIA) analysis; directDIA, gas-
phase fractionated spectral library, and high pH reverse-phased spectral library. Additionally, 
we incorporate the genomic information into the proteomic analysis both in silico and with 
synthetic peptides. Here we discuss design and evaluation of our approach to investigate 
disease progression in eleven paired diagnosis and relapse. We find retention of at least 50% 
of mutations from diagnosis to relapse in ten of eleven patients, indicating high stability of 
genomic lesions. This stability is reflected in the proteome, shown by our finding of an average 
of 95% of stably expressed proteins (Log2FC<2) between diagnosis and relapse. Furthermore, 
we identify several commonly differentially expressed proteins compared to normal controls. 
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The tumour microenvironment is important in the maintenance of cancer at various stages. 
While much progress has been made in understanding the leukemia microenvironment; thus 
far, these studies largely focused on the role of stromal cells or immune cells. The fluid portion 
of the microenvironment is often overlooked and studies that explore it have been scant. To 
date, a comprehensive exploration of ALL-relevant interstitial fluids has not been conducted. 
Examination of the fluid portion is warranted, however, as it establishes an interface upon 
which leukemic and stromal cells can reciprocally interact. In the present study, matched bone 
marrow interstitial fluid (BMIF) and peripheral blood plasma (PBP) samples from 8 pediatric 
ALL patients were collected at diagnosis (Dx) and 29 days (D29) after induction treatment. 
As controls, matched BMIF and PB samples from 2 non-pediatric ALL patients were also 
included. Proteomic, terminomic, metabolomic, and lipidomic analyses were done using 
previously established workflows. The features we detected through our multi-omic approach 
were able to recapitulate our experimental groups. We determined 228 proteins, 235 termini, 
84 metabolites, and 107 lipids that were statistically significant. These statistically significant 
features provide defining information about the compartments and time-points. Our study will 
provide insight on the changes that occur in the BMIF and PBP of pediatric ALL patients 
throughout chemotherapy and further studies are ongoing to validate therapeutic relevance of 
our findings. 
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The plus strand RNA virus Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) encodes proteinases that are essential 
for processing of the translated viral polyprotein. It is well-established that viral proteinases 
target host proteins to manipulate cellular processes and evade innate antiviral responses to 
promote replication and infection. While some host protein substrates of the CVB3 3C and 2A 
cysteine proteinases have been identified, the full repertoire of targets is not known.  Here we 
utilize an unbiased quantitative positional proteomics-based approach termed terminal amine 
isotopic labeling of substrates (TAILS), to conduct a global analysis of CVB3 protease-
generated N-terminal peptides in both human HeLa and mouse cardiomyocyte (HL-1) cell 
lines infected with CVB3. Using this approach, we identified approximately 400 substrates 
that are cleaved in CVB3-infected HeLa and HL-1 cells including the viral polyprotein, known 
substrates of viral 3C proteinase such as PABP, DDX58 and HNRNPs M, K and D and novel 
cellular proteins. Network and GO-term analysis showed an enrichment in biological 
processes like immune response and activation, RNA processing and lipid metabolism. Sixty-
one high confidence substrates were identified in both CVB3-infected Hela and HL-1 cells 
and several select targets were also cleaved under poliovirus infection, possibly revealing a 
general strategy by enteroviruses. Depletion studies and overexpression of N- and C-terminal 
cleaved fragments of target proteins, AIMP2, emerin, and CNOT2 affected CVB3 virus 
production. The proteolytic signature of CVB3 infected cells provides a framework of the 
global degradomic network identifying potentially strategic target proteins and pathways that 
facilitate virus infection. 
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The rapid emergence of antifungal resistant pathogens has become a global threat to 
human health, resultantly increasing mortality rates and healthcare costs worldwide. 
Cryptococcus neoformans, an opportunistic yeast-like fungal pathogen, has demonstrated 
resistance to all major classes of antifungals used to treat cryptococcosis. Specifically, 
resistance is most commonly observed against fluconazole, the mainstay treatment of 
cryptococcosis in resource-limited settings. The limited repertoire of antifungals in clinical 
use has heightened the need to investigate the mechanisms underlying resistance and to 
identify novel strategies to combat its occurrence. However, a lack of research addressing the 
molecular mechanisms that give rise to fluconazole resistance in C. neoformans remains. My 
research project uses mass spectrometry-based proteomics to identify proteins that are 
associated with antifungal resistance. First, fluconazole-resistant cultures of C. neoformans 
were established in vitro. Next, a proteomic analysis on fluconazole-resistant isolates was 
conducted to identify significant differences in protein abundance between fluconazole-
resistant and fluconazole-susceptible isolates of C. neoformans. Genes encoding proteins of 
interest will be knocked out using biolistic transformation combined with double joint 
homologous recombination. Finally, mutant strains displaying single knockouts of antifungal 
resistant-associated genes will be phenotypically characterized to determine patterns of 
cellular regulation, protein function, and involvement in antifungal resistance. This research 
aims to elucidate the molecular mechanisms underscoring fluconazole resistance in C. 
neoformans, with the aim of identifying potential targets for designing novel interventions to 
inhibit and even reverse the occurrence of antifungal resistant pathogens. 
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The reprogramming of somatic cells towards induced pluripotent stem cells involves a global 
reorganization of the proteome. Though many studies focus on reprogramming methods, there 
is still an imperfect understanding of the structural changes in cellular organization underlying 
reprogramming. Importantly, the initiation phase of reprogramming hosts major changes in 
the remodelling of cell morphology, most notable is the cellular cytoskeleton. In order to 
understand this remodelling, I have optimized and implemented a proximity dependent 
biotinylation (BioID) strategy in reprogramming cells, detecting proximal proteins which in 
turn can define a specific region or compartment of the cell. Building on work that generated 
a neighborhood view of a human cell, my project aims to characterize the initiation phase of 
reprogramming by defining changes in the subcellular organization of the proteome using 
BioID. 
     Leveraging the multiplexing capacity of isobaric labelling (TMTpro16), I quantified the 
abundance changes of >6,500 proteins during the first week of reprogramming, highlighting 
both the dynamic nature of the reprogramming process and stably expressed proteins that can 
serve as "baits" for BioID profiling. A set of 11 baits have been profiled at early and late stage 
initiation phase which highlight distinct and uncharacterized changes in proximal associations 
during cytoskeleton remodelling. Additionally, with a further 20 baits and increased temporal 
profiling with the ability to interpret the differential interactions under the context of my 
protein abundance data, I will define the role of proteins in the remodeling of the sub-cellular 
landscape (a critical requirement for induced pluripotent stem cell generation). 
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The serine/threonine kinase, Glycogen Synthase Kinase-3 (GSK-3) has two mammalian 
isoforms, GSK-3ï�¡ and GSK-3ï�¢, encoded by distinct genes. The two isoforms however 
are effectively identical within their kinase domains. GSK-3ï�¡ has a glycine-rich N-terminal 
extension that adds 4 kDa over the mass of GSK-3ï�¢, and they share only 36% identity in 
the last 76 C-terminal residues. Despite structural similarities, functional differences do exist. 
The ablation of GSK-3ï�¢ in mice causes early death due either to massive liver degeneration 
or patterning defects in the heart, whereas GSK-3ï�¡-null mice are viable. GSK-3 is a key 
regulator of numerous signaling pathways and its dysregulation has been implicated in various 
diseases including Alzheimer's disease, bipolar disorder, diabetes, and cancer. Identification 
of isoform-specific interactors may allow for development of an isoform-specific inhibitor. 
With this goal in mind, we sought to identify novel GSK-3 interaction partners using both AP-
MS and BioID MS. While the interactome of the two isomers is effectively identical in 
HEK293 cells, BioID in HeLa cells gives some preys that favor one or other of the two 
isoforms. These differences could help to understand the differences in function and regulation 
of the two isoforms as well as offer avenues for the development of isoform-specific inhibitors.     
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DNA replication requires the synergistic coordination of several proteins to accurately 
duplicate the genome. Intrinsic and extrinsic genotoxic stresses can cause threats to the 
replication fork that must be dealt with to prevent its collapse and further DNA damage. 
Studying the recruitment of proteins involved in DNA repair following this kind of stress is 
thus important to understand pathways involved in the regulation of DNA repair. To observe 
which DNA repair complexes are recruited during DNA replication, we identified the dynamic 
assembly of those components in response to replicative stress triggered by hydroxyurea.  
     Hydroxyurea inhibits DNA synthesis by depleting nucleotides through inhibition of 
ribonucleotide reductase. Starving the DNA polymerase at the replication forks for dNTPs 
initially causes stalling of DNA replication, and triggers DNA damage following forks 
collapse. To study mechanisms occurring after DNA replication stresses, we identified direct 
and indirect interactions of 17 proteins involved in DNA replication and/or repair.  
We used proximity biotin labelling coupled with mass spectrometry to identify proteins within 
a close range of the replication fork. Inducible cell lines stably expressing these proteins were 
generated using the BioID2 system. This provided an overview of proteins recruited at the 
replication fork and measured the differences following stress-induced replication block. After 
specific cellular growth, we extracted and purified protein complexes and analyzed the 
interactome formed by these biotinylated proteins. This quantitative proteomic strategy 
allowed the identification of spatio-temporal dynamics of the proteins involved in response to 
stress at DNA replication break sites. 
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Contributing Authors:  
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Pseudogenes are copies of already existing genes, and while their sequence resembles the 
original parental gene, they contain mutations which are generally considered to render them 
non-functional. However, recent advances in genome analysis suggest that some pseudogenes 
can in fact be translated and have important cellular functions. Ribosomes, which are large 
multi-proteins and RNA complexes responsible for protein synthesis, represents a family of 
genes with one the largest number of associated pseudogenes. The expression of some of these 
ribosomal protein pseudogenes raises an intriguing possibility of several additional proteins 
with different functions. Through analysis of large-scale proteomics and RNA sequencing 
experiments, we found evidence for expression at the mRNA and protein levels of several of 
these pseudogenes. Interestingly, one of these pseudogenes (RPS27AP5) encodes both a 
ubiquitin and a ribosomal protein, with small differences in their amino acid composition 
compared to the sequence of reference. We demonstrated that both the ubiquitin and the 
ribosomal protein function separately from each other akin to the RPS27A encoded proteins. 
To further investigate their potential cellular function, mass spectrometry analysis was 
performed identifying differences between the interactome of RPS27AP5 compared to the 
wild type proteins. Furthermore, the assembly of the ribosomal RPS27AP5 was studied by 
polysome profiling assay, where we found differences with the canonical counterpart, in that 
it mainly associates with 80S monosomes and could potentially affect protein translation of 
ribosomes assembled with that different protein subunit encoded by the pseudogene. 
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Identification of protein substrates of the DDB1 and CUL4-associated factors (DCAFs) 
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Cullin-RING finger ligases (CRLs) represent the largest family of ubiquitin ligases and are 
responsible for ubiquitination of ~20% of cellular proteins degraded through the proteasome, 
catalyzing the transfer of E2-loaded ubiquitin to a substrate. Seven Cullins were described in 
vertebrates and among them, CUL4 associates with DDB1 as adaptor to form the CUL4-
DDB1 ubiquitin ligase complex, involved in protein ubiquitination and regulation of many 
cellular processes. The specificity of CUL4-DDB1 is mediated by substrate recognition 
adaptors named DDB1/CUL4 associated factors (DCAF), which are characterized by the 
presence of a short structural motif of approximately 40 amino acids terminating in a 
tryptophan (W)-aspartic acid (D) dipeptide, the WD40 domain. Using different approaches 
(bioinformatics/structural analyses), independent studies identified at least 60 different WD40 
containing proteins that could act as adaptors for the DDB1/CUL4 complex. The aim of the 
project is to identify the protein partners of each DCAF using affinity purification followed 
by mass spectrometry and confirm their association with DDB1-CUL4.  
The DDB1 interactome was defined by overexpressing DDB1-GFP and DDB1-BirA proteins 
and identification of interactors after GFP/biotin IPs. Each DCAFs were fused to BirA protein 
and proximity labeling of potential interactors was performed to identify individual DCAFs 
interactome. Because identification of protein substrates for E3-ubiquitin ligases is not always 
guaranteed by identifying protein interactions, we measured changes in protein stability or 
degradation to identify proteins targeted by each DCAFs. In conclusion, this work provides 
new insights into the roles of DCAFs in DDB1-CUL4 complex, protein targeting, and cellular 
process affected. 
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Identifying Ephrin-B intracellular targets using the TurboID approach 
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Eph receptors (EphRs) constitute the largest family of Receptors Tyrosine Kinase (RTKs) in 
humans. Along with their membrane-tethered ligands, the ephrins, they control multiple 
cellular processes, such as cell morphology, migration, and adhesion. Ephrin ligands can 
themselves initiate downstream signals upon the interaction with EphRs, a process known as 
reverse signaling. In particular, the transmembrane ephrins-B (EfnBs, B1-3) signal through 
their intracellular domain, either in a phosphotyrosine (pTyr)-dependent manner or via a PDZ 
binding motif. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying these events are poorly 
understood. We hypothesized that proximity labeling proteomics of EfnBs ligands allows the 
identification of potential effectors that are involved in reverse signaling. Hence, our main 
objective was to establish tools and to perform proximity biotinylation proteomics to identify 
EfnB1-3 intracellular targets. We opted to use the TurboID approach, which allows to obtain 
time-resolved measurements. We generated independent cell lines stably expressing EfnB(1-
3)-miniTurbo biotin ligase fusions and EfnB(1-3) non-phosphorylable mutants. We validated 
the cell lines by confirming the membrane localization of each construct, the ability of 
miniTurbo fusions to biotinylate proteins in vivo, and the Tyr phosphorylation of the WT 
EfnB(1-3)-miniTurbo fusions upon stimulation with EphRs. Our preliminary data supports the 
feasibility of miniTurbo to identify EfnBs potential effectors that depend on EphR stimulation 
as we detected several EfnBs known interactors, a subset of which  being specific to EphR 
stimulation conditions. 
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Analysis of the specificity of the adaptor proteins NCK1 and NCK2 
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Signaling pathways downstream of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) are essential for 
organogenesis and cell homeostasis. RTK signaling is often relayed via adaptor proteins that 
recruit target proteins to form signaling complexes. The adaptor proteins NCK1 and NCK2 
are composed of a single SRC Homology 2 (SH2) interaction domain that binds 
phosphorylated tyrosine-containing motifs, and three SH3 domains that are capable of binding 
proteins containing poly-proline motifs. Although NCK1 and NCK2 are often considered 
redundant, we have determined via proteomics that each may associate specifically with 
certain targets. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying this specificity of interaction 
are still undetermined. 
We have shown that PKP4 (plakophilin-4), a protein involved in cell adhesion and 
organization of the actin cytoskeleton, associates specifically with NCK2 SH2 domain. 
However, this SH2 does not recapitulate the binding specificity when investigated out of 
NCK2 context. We hypothesized that the disordered regions between the SH2-SH3 domains 
(i.e. interdomains) of NCK1 and NCK2 proteins modulate their specificity. Using an affinity 
purification approach combined with mass spectrometry (AP-MS), we compared the 
interactome of NCK1/2 WT proteins to that of chimeras for which the interdomain regions 
have been inverted (i.e. NCK1* and NCK2*). We observed losses and gains of interactors 
between WT and the created chimeric proteins. Our data suggest that the specificity of NCK2 
SH2 domain is determined by the interdomain regions, as PKP4 associates with NCK2, 
NCK1* and NCK2*. Our work will explain how different RTKs can use identical effectors to 
transduce different signals and establish distinct phenotypes. 
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Proximity labelling biotinylation of mSWI/SNF uncovers reorganization of the 
complexes upon loss of bromodomain subunit 
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Epigenetic regulators are commonly altered in human diseases and cancers. Notably, the 
SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complexes are among the most mutated protein complexes 
in human cancers with ~20% of cancer patients possessing at least one subunit affected. In 
human, three SWI/SNF complex types have been defined, namely the BAF, PBAF and ncBAF 
complexes. These complexes have key roles in establishing transcriptional programs and 
modulating chromatin structure. To do so, they possess numerous subunits with DNA and 
protein binding domains such as bromodomain (BRD). BRDs are the main reader of acetyl-
lysine (Kac) posttranslational modifications and have recently emerged as promising 
therapeutic targets for small molecules inhibitors. One key distinguishing feature of SWI/SNF 
complexes is their capacity to include or exclude BRD-containing subunits. As such, we 
sought to uncover the functional roles of the five SWI/SNF subunits possessing one or more 
BRD. Toward this goal, we first mapped the interactome of each BRD-containing protein 
using proximity biotinylation (BioID) coupled to mass spectrometry (MS). Subsequently, we 
used CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing to explore how the genetic ablation of a given SWI/SNF 
BRD-containing subunit is reorganizing SWI/SNF complexes using BioID coupled to MS. 
We report here our recent results and we will discuss how they could help to understand the 
mechanism by which, loss of bromodomains subunits contributes to cancer development. 
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Comprehensive interactome profiling of the human Hsp70 network highlights functional 
differentiation of J domains 
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Protein homeostasis, or proteostasis, maintains the health of cells and organisms, protecting 
them from diverse intrinsic and extrinsic stresses. Proteostasis dysregulation is associated with 
different human diseases such as neurodegenerative diseases. Proteostasis maintenance is 
regulated by multiple chaperones and other quality control factors. One central mechanism to 
maintain proteostasis comprises the Hsp70 heat-shock protein together with their J domain co-
chaperones. J domain proteins (JDPs) confer specificity by recruiting Hsp70s to specific client 
proteins. Together, they regulate the function of a large fraction of the proteome. However, 
the different JDP client specificity remains elusive. Characterizing the client specificity is 
essential for understanding how this machinery has evolved and expanded to regulate distinct 
aspects of proteostasis. 
     We used complementary proteomic approaches to characterize the interactome of all 
human Hsp70s and JDPs. We performed affinity purification coupled to mass spectrometry to 
reveal physical interactors and, in parallel, we utilized proximity biotinylation (BioID) to 
uncover transient interactors or insoluble clients. Together, these complementary techniques 
uncovered ~1,300 unique interactors or proximity partners for the Hsp70/JDP machinery. The 
data reveals striking client specificity, connecting JDPs to diverse biological pathways. For 
example, an essential nuclear JDP DNAJC9 interacts specifically with histones H3 and H4, 
whereas a previously uncharacterized JDP DNAJC27 interacts with a novel and conserved 
centriolar satellite protein complex. 
     In summary, our comprehensive map of JDP and Hsp70 interactions reveals novel 
functions for JDPs and explains how Hsp70 and JDPs are integrated to the larger proteostasis 
network with other major chaperone and protein quality control factors. 
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Understanding the role of PRRC2 proteins in the stress granule interaction network 
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Stress granules (SGs) are cytosolic membraneless organelles formed by coalescence of 
translationally-stalled ribonucleoprotein complexes. SGs form dynamically upon stress, and 
their formation is driven by extensive networks of protein-protein, RNA-protein, and RNA-
RNA interactions. Cumulative progress in the field enabled a better understanding of the 
molecular constituents of mammalian SGs, tallying up to several hundreds of proteins and 
thousands of transcripts. SG-localized proteins tend to contain longer and higher fractions of 
intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs), which provide multivalent interactions essential for 
membraneless organelle formation. However, the significance of these IDRs and their role in 
SG assembly has yet to be discovered. A recent study that captured a high-resolution proximal 
protein-protein interaction network of the SG proteome provides a rich resource for predicting 
novel candidates important for SG dynamics. PRRC2A, PRRC2B and PRRC2C (collectively 
called PRRC2s) are human paralogs with extensive disordered regions (~90%). These PRRC2 
proteins are central within the SG proteome's extensive network, connected to many essential 
components. Indeed, loss of PRRC2C has been shown to reduce efficient assembly of SGs. 
Thus, I hypothesize that the IDRs in PRRC2 proteins are scaffolds that extend the SG protein 
and RNA interaction networks to promote efficient SG assembly. My project aims to 
understand the roles of PRRC2s in SG dynamics by 1) elucidating protein-protein and RNA-
protein interaction networks of PRRC2s and 2) understanding the biophysical properties of 
PRRC2A's IDRs. My preliminary data reveals that PRRC2s contain unique and shared protein 
interactors at steady-state, some of which relate to translation machinery. 
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Mass spectrometry exploration of neural exon-regulated protein interactions reveals 
new modes of transcriptomic regulation 
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Alternative splicing is a key process contributing to the transcriptomic and proteomic changes 
underlying neuronal differentiation and development. In humans over 2500 exons show 
differential inclusion in the nervous system, approximately half of which are predicted to form 
protein isoforms. One of the ways in which alternative splicing can regulate protein function 
is through altering specific protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Accordingly, we have 
developed an affinity purification coupled to data-independent mass spectrometry strategy in 
Neuro2a cells to detect exon-dependent PPI changes in a functionally related set of 
transcriptional regulators. Of 17 analyzed regulatory factors with neural differential exons, at 
least six displayed exon-dependent PPIs. Interestingly, a neural exon in the Sin3A-associated 
protein 30 binding protein (Sap30bp) was found to affect interaction with exon junction 
complex components. RNA-Seq analysis of Sap30bp knockdown cells re-expressing each 
isoform revealed a role for its neural exon in the regulation of a class of short (<100nt) introns, 
the function of which are under investigation. Additionally, a neural exon in Chromatin Target 
of Prmt1 (Chtop), which has been implicated in transcription and mRNA export, affected its 
interaction with the arginine methyltransferase Prmt1. Initial results suggest that methylation 
of Chtop is important for binding to proteins involved in mRNA export, and that exclusion of 
this exon may increase the sensitivity of Chtop to methylation changes. Collectively, our 
results illustrate the utility of AP-MS in the discovery of neural isoform dependent PPIs that 
impact different facets of transcriptomic regulation and that may be linked to nervous system 
development. 
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Global analysis of the Protein Kinase A-regulated phosphoproteome of Cryptococcus 
neoformans reveals new insight into vesicular protein trafficking 
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Cryptococcus neoformans is an opportunistic fungal pathogen that is an etiological agent of 
the dangerous disease cryptococcosis. C. neoformans targets immunocompromised 
individuals with a high infection rate within the HIV/AIDS demographic where inadequate 
antifungal intervention results in life-threatening manifestations of cryptococcal meningitis. 
The cyclic AMP (cAMP)/protein kinase A (PKA) signal transduction pathway is a crucial 
regulator of virulence in many fungal species. C. neoformans employs PKA-induced 
phosphorylation to regulate its virulence factors, including capsule, melanin, and laccase 
production, however, direct targets of Pka1 phosphorylation to initiate such regulatory events 
have not been completely defined. The aim of this research focuses on the regulation of Pka1 
on the global phosphoproteome of C. neoformans to identify new components within this 
sophisticated signaling pathway. Here, Pka1-regulation was assessed with a comparative 
evaluation of Fe-NTA enriched phosphopeptides from wild-type C. neoformans and a Î”pka1 
mutant strain using high-resolution mass spectrometry measured over a 120min gradient on 
an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos instrument. Our phosphoproteomics analysis revealed a novel 
connection to the secretory pathway, an essential component of cell wall stability and regulator 
of virulence factor delivery, at the host-pathogen interface. Site-directed mutagenesis of the 
PKA-specific phosphorylation site of a Sec7-domain-containing protein, an ARF guanine-
nucleotide-exchange factor (GEF) associated with vesicular protein trafficking, revealed 
altered secretion and virulence trait profiles using in vitro and in vivo infection models. This 
comprehensive profiling of phosphoproteins and constructed phosphomutants deepens the 
understanding of the coordination between Pka1 and downstream phosphorylation events 
involved in signal transduction, intracellular transport, and fungal virulence. 
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Proteomic identification of ubiquitination targets reveals that the human CTLH complex 
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E3 ligases specify the covalent attachment of ubiquitin to substrate proteins (ubiquitination), 
which can induce proteasomal degradation or change activity. The CTLH complex was 
recently demonstrated to be a multi-subunit E3 ligase in human cells. Complex members 
RanBPM and RMND5A have been reported to negatively regulate cancer development. To 
date, however, only a few ubiquitination targets of the complex have been discovered. Here, 
we used mass spectrometry-based proteomic techniques to identify candidate substrates of the 
human CTLH complex. First, using label-free global proteomics, we determined that over 100 
proteins were significantly increased in either RanBPM or RMND5A depleted HeLa cells. 
Second, using ubiquitin-enriched proteomics, we scored site-specific ubiquitination 
differences of proteins between control and subunit-depleted HeLa cells. This revealed over 
200 proteins that had reduced ubiquitination sites in knockdown cell lines. To narrow down 
the list of candidates to those that are direct targets, we used affinity purification-mass 
spectrometry. This identified 79 proteins that associated with endogenous RanBPM. 
Remarkably, four enzymes in the glycolysis pathway (ALDOA, ENO1, LDHA, and PKM2) 
associated with RanBPM and showed reduced ubiquitination in the RanBPM and/or 
RMND5A-dependent ubiquitin-enriched proteomes, which we subsequently validated. 
Protein levels of PKM and LDHA were not changed, yet we observed that their activity levels 
were increased in RanBPM deficient extracts. Finally, we found that RanBPM depleted HeLa 
cells had a higher glycolytic flux/capacity and deregulated central carbon metabolism. Taken 
together, our findings suggest that the CTLH complex regulates glucose metabolism via non-
degradative ubiquitination of at least PKM2 and LDHA. 
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A surfactant-based workflow for bottom-up membrane proteome analysis 
 
Contributing Authors:  
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Sodium dodecyl sulfate delivers clear advantages for proteome processing, particularly for 
solubilizing hydrophobic membrane proteins.  Unfortunately, SDS also interferes with 
downstream digestion and LC/MS analysis. Multiple approaches exist to deplete SDS, but 
suffer challenges including low recovery, insufficient protein purity, or lengthy processing 
times. Here we describe a fully automated electrokinetic platform to rapidly deplete SDS from 
complex proteome systems. Our approach employs a modified version of our custom platform 
known as transmembrane electrophoresis (TME). When we first described the TME approach 
in 2016 (Kachuk et at, J Prot Res, p.2634), our platform required 1 hour to deplete SDS below 
the 100 ppm working limit to permit MS. Our modified TME system now permits protein 
purification below 10 ppm SDS in as little as 5 min. This is achieved through improved 
management of Joule Heating, which allows TME operation at significant higher electric 
fields without sacrificing protein recovery. The device has been employed to the purification 
of a yeast membrane proteome fraction, initially solubilized in 0.5% SDS, resulting in an SDS-
free sample with ~100% protein recovery.  We therefore demonstrate the success of our 
detergent workflow through bottom-up MS analysis of the recovered fractions. 
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The ProTrap XG is a two-stage spin cartridge, developed in our lab to facilitate proteome 
purification by acetone precipitation. We recently reported that organic solvent precipitation 
will quantitatively recover a proteome in 2 minutes at elevated temperature (+20 Â C) with 
20-100 mM ionic strength. Given the efficiency of sample clean-up within the ProTrap XG, 
we now turn to the optimization of an enzymatic digestion protocol to apply to the recovered 
protein pellet. Our goal is a complete, one-pot bottom-up MS workflow with maximized 
throughput. While several additives have been reported to accelerate trypsin digestion, they 
point to improved bottom-up sequence coverage by MS. However, high sequence coverage 
correlates with more heterogeneous digests. The present study will capitalize on the sustained 
high enzyme activity we observe at elevated temperatures, owing to the inclusion of calcium 
ions. This achieves both, fast and complete proteome digestion, which can be performed 
within the ProTrap XG, enabling our one-pot approach to high-throughput proteome 
processing.  
     Yeast functions as a test sample, which is digested over a time course (15 min to overnight), 
and temperatures (37 to 67 Â C), with or without calcium. Digestion products are differentially 
labeled by reductive dimethylation to facilitate relative quantitation of fully cleaved peptides 
by LC-MS/MS analysis.  
     Preliminary results indicate that a 60 min digestion with 50:1 enzyme and 10 mM calcium 
at 47 Â C provides comparable peptide profiles to those obtained following conventional 
overnight digestion at 37 Â C. 
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All-in-one digital microfluidic sample preparation: Digestion, Isotopic labeling, and 
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Highly sensitive and repeatable analysis of trace biological samples, especially from limited 
clinical samples or primary cells that cannot proliferate, are still restricted by conventional 
sample processing methods. Sample loss and the introduction of contaminants in conventional 
sample processing steps hinder the accurate quantification of trace samples. Herein, an 
integrated digital microfluidics (DMF) technology for sample digestion, isotopic labeling, and 
LC-loading was developed to reduce sample loss and contamination. The heating components 
were designed to precisely control the on-chip digestion temperature. The concentration of a 
MS-compatible surfactant n-Dodecyl-Î²-D-maltoside was optimized for consistent droplet 
movement on the chip. A customized interface between DMF and EASY-nLC 1200 system 
was fabricated for efficient sample loading from the DMF device. Dimethyl labeling 
technology was implemented with the DMF workflow for precise relative quantification of 
the trace samples at the nanogram level. Miniaturized protein samples can be digested and 
labeled in parallel on DMF, and then combined for injection into the LC-MS via the 
customized interface for relative quantitative detection. Both digestion efficiency and labeling 
efficiency were improved for miniaturized protein samples on DMF compared to in-tube 
controls. This all-in-one DMF system demonstrates the ability to manipulate small droplet 
samples parallelly, automatically, and efficiently, which may facilitate the development of 
accurate quantification methods for miniaturized proteomic samples. 
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The gut microbiome is a complex ecosystem. The taxonomic composition, functional activity 
and ecosystem processes of the gut microbiome have important consequences for our health, 
and therefore it is crucial to study the microbiome in the context of ecological community. 
Metaproteomics technique based on liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) allows us to quantify functional protein expressions in different 
microbiome members, and thus can be an ideal tool to study the functional ecology of the gut 
microbiome. Combining a high-throughput in vitro microbiome assay named RapidAIM and 
metaproteomics, we were able to obtain deep insights into the effects of xenobiotics on the 
ecosystem of individual gut microbiomes. Based on the metaproteomic outputs of RapidAIM, 
we show that xenobiotics significantly alter microbiome composition and functional 
pathways. Further, we constructed functional ecological networks of the microbial community 
to gain system-level insights of microbial functional organization. Our results suggested that 
environmental factors play significant role in shaping the ecosystem functionality and 
functional relationship between microbes. We observed subsets of microbes that were 
functionally co-regulated by environmental changes, potentially by alterations of trophic 
interactions. 
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Solubility modifiers to improve the identification of ligand-protein interactions by 
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Several quantitative proteomics techniques have emerged in recent years for measuring 
ligand-protein interactions on a global proteomic scale. Among these methods, some, such as 
thermal proteomic profiling (TPP), use changes in thermal stability and solubility to detect 
small molecule- or other ligand-protein interactions. Unfortunately, not all ligand-protein 
interactions cause changes in thermal solubility so a global picture of desired small molecule-
protein interactions is missing. Here, we sought to improve the TPP protocol by implementing 
a variety of known protein solubility modifiers into the procedure. 
To incorporate solubility modifiers into TPP, we tested urea, organic solvents, and several 
salts (including sodium sulphate and ammonium sulphate) traditionally used in protein 
precipitation for their compatibility with thermal profiling. Using SDS-PAGE as a readout, 
we identified sodium sulphate and ammonium sulphate as compatible modifiers that showed 
potential to be orthogonal to standard TPP. Since sodium sulphate has solubility issues, we 
tested the addition of 0.625 M ammonium sulphate using an improved-throughput TPP 
approach, the proteome integral stability alteration (PISA) assay. In using this assay to test 
kinase interactors of staurosporine, we identified 5564 proteins, among which we observed 54 
and 69 kinases that showed significant changes (t-test p-value < 0.05) in the standard and 
ammonium sulphate-modified buffers, respectively. We also identified 398 fewer non-kinases 
in the ammonium sulphate-modified buffer, indicating greater specificity.  We propose that 
the use of salts, like ammonium sulphate, show promise for improving TPP and identifying 
new ligand-protein interactions. 
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In bottom-up proteomics, enzymatic immobilization exhibits numerous advantages over the 
in-solution digestion such as re-usability of the enzyme, eradication of autoproteolysis, faster 
rates of digestion, and a higher enzyme-substrate ratio during digestion. As such, a novel 
method for pepsin immobilization was developed utilizing the silane 
triethoxysilylbutyraldehyde (TESB). Our previous work with pepsin immobilization has 
utilized a more classical cross-linking strategy via formaldehyde. However, due to the acidic 
conditions needed for peptic digestion, these cross-linked particles often broke down, or failed 
to form. With TESB, the cross-linked enzyme readily forms at low pH's through Schiff-base 
chemistry between pepsin amines and TESB aldehydes. To ensure a robust enzyme pellet 
forms, a mild reducing agent, sodium borohydride, is added to reduce the pepsin-silane imine 
through reductive amination, driving the equilibrium towards the cross-linked product. The 
parameters we optimized include the buffer which pepsin is dissolved in, cross-linking time, 
temperature, ratio of cross-linker to enzyme, and amount of sodium borohydride added. The 
optimized pepsin-TESB particles were then utilized to digest denatured bovine serum albumin 
to assess the capability of the formed enzyme pellet in batch digestions. The resulting digest 
was subjected to separation by capillary electrophoresis and the resulting peptide maps were 
analyzed. We further surveyed the peptic digest via mass spectrometry to determine the 
percentage sequence coverage which was obtained by the pepsin pellets. The optimized 
parameters from this experiment will be translated into an on-line format in the form of an 
open-tubular immobilized enzyme microreactor to employ a high-throughput bottom-up 
proteomic workflow. 
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A direct comprehensive comparison of two methods to estimate the false discovery rates: 
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In the field of proteomics and metabolomics, liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), specially with data independent acquisition (DIA) combined with 
peptide-centric scoring, is the well-known method for high-throughout identification and 
quantification of peptides and proteins. To perform statistical analysis of DIA runs by a 
peptide-centric approach, which is a type of multiple-hypothesis testing, the false discovery 
rate (fdr) is regularly used as the error rate control. A target-decoy search is the most popular 
strategy to estimate fdr. Additional to the the several in-silico decoy generating method is 
proposed to add decoys to the spectral library. The entrapment of naturally occurring peptides 
which is non-interfered with the peptide space of sample is another way of fdr estimation. The 
accuracy of any of these approaches are usually taken for granted in the literature. In this study, 
we perform a direct comparison of the two methods in the statistical analysis of pyprophet 
package on Open-SWATH workflow, and the advantages and dis-advantages of each method 
are explained. Our study shows that the entrapment method can provide a conservative 
estimation of fdr.  While some of the in-silico generated decoys can increase the sensitivity, 
their fdr estimation remains in the vicinity of fdr cut-off. 
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In the field of proteomics and metabolomics, liquid chromatography coupled to tandem mass 
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS), specially with data independent acquisition (DIA), is the well-
known method for high-throughout identification and quantification of peptides and proteins. 
In a peptide centric scoring approach, experimental DIA results are searched against a spectral 
library to identify peptide precursors, and thus accurate and comprehensive information of 
targeted peptides is required. To generate library, the most common approach is to run Lc-
MS/MS in data dependent approach (DDA) for fractionated peptide samples. The detected 
retention times (RT) in DDA mode are assumed as the predicted RTs in DIA mode, and they 
play an important role in accurate and time efficient search of DIA runs against spectral 
library. Commonly, a set of tens to hundred peptides (11iRT and CiRT) is used to perform a 
linear alignment on RTs in the fractionated spectral libraries, which does not produce accurate 
results. In this study, we show that a secondary alignment method using high precision RTs 
detected in one or few DIA runs can be used to realign the spectral library and improve 
sensitivity very significantly. It is observed that, due to very reproducible RTs in DIA mode, 
only one DIA run can be used to boost the efficiency. 
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Mass spectrometry is the premier tool for identifying and quantifying protein phosphorylation 
on a global scale. Analysis of phosphopeptides requires enrichment, and even after the samples 
remain highly complex and exhibit broad dynamic range of abundance. Achieving maximal 
depth of coverage for phosphoproteomics therefore typically necessitates offline liquid 
chromatography prefractionation, a time-consuming and laborious approach. Here, we 
incorporate a recently commercialized aerodynamic high-field asymmetric waveform ion 
mobility spectrometry (FAIMS) device into the phosphoproteomic workflow. We characterize 
the effects of phosphorylation on the FAIMS separation, describe optimized compensation 
voltage settings for unlabeled phosphopeptides, and demonstrate the advantages of FAIMS-
enabled gas-phase fractionation. Standard FAIMS single-shot analyses identified around 15-
20% additional phosphorylation sites than control experiments without FAIMS. In comparison 
to liquid chromatography prefractionation, FAIMS experiments yielded similar or superior 
results when analyzing up to four discrete gas-phase fractions. Although using FAIMS led to 
a modest reduction in the precision of quantitative measurements when using label-free 
approaches, data collected with FAIMS yielded a 26% increase in total reproducible 
measurements. Overall, we conclude that the new FAIMS technology is a valuable addition 
to any phosphoproteomic workflow, with greater benefits emerging from longer analyses and 
higher amounts of material. 
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Mass-spectrometry based proteomics is the next frontier in experimental plant systems 
biology, from single-cell analysis to profiling dynamic post-translational modifications and 
protein complexes. However, it is essential to understand and systematically benchmark the 
limitations of existing proteomics technologies prior to integrating proteomics data into 
systems-level models. These limitations include an inability to accurately quantify proteomes 
with a large dynamic range, such as plant tissue, and the lack of reproducible measurement of 
the same proteins between replicates. In this talk I will use recent unpublished data from 
Arabidopsis cells to introduce these limitations to plant scientists interested in applying 
proteomics techniques to systems-level questions. This analysis is based on our recent 
systematic benchmarking of acquisition methods that are commonly used in quantitative 
proteomics. I will also present two new methods that set the standard for label-free 
quantitation: directDIA and BoxCarDIA proteomics. Our results demonstrate that these new 
acquisition techniques can increase the quantitative depth of label-free MS/MS analysis in 
plant cells by as much as 41%, improve the quantification of both low- and high-abundant 
proteins, and address the long-standing problem of missing values in plant proteomics. 
Crucially, these gains are realized with no change in instrumentation and no increase in 
analysis time. Our results establish library-free BoxCarDIA and directDIA as the new methods 
of choice in quantitative proteomics and point the way towards more reproducible 
measurements enabling large-scale comparative analyses. 
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